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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The objective of D6.1 is to make the Ecosystem software platform with underlying Software 
Repository, Digital Library and Media Archive available to the degree, that the RAGE project can 
start collecting content in the form of software assets, and documents of various media types. 
This paper documents the structure of the Ecosystem, individual components, integration 
strategies, and overall approach. 
The RAGE Ecosystem is a social space that connects research, gaming industries, 
intermediaries, education providers, policy makers and end-users. It arranges and facilitates 
collaboration that support progress and innovation. 
On a technical level though, the RAGE Ecosystem emerges from the integration of the following 
components: 
 Ecosystem Portal 
 Digital Library and Media Archive 
 Software Repository  
 Natural Language Analysis and Semantic Annotation Services 
This paper describes the current state of the Ecosystem as of month 12 of the project. The 
deliverable itself is the deployment of the described components. This deployment has been 
completed and is now available to collect and curate content. The current state of the deployment 
goes beyond this basic requirement in realizing the basic integration between the portal, Digital 
Library, Media Archive, and Natural Language analysis. Whilst this integration is not yet feature 
complete full realization is expected within the next few months. Following this development, WP6 
will continue to add features driven by the business models to be defined by WP7 in the future 
RAGE project duration. 
 
  
1 RAGE Ecosystem  
1.1 The RAGE Ecosystem 
 
Rage will make software assets for development of applied games available along with a large 
volume of high-quality knowledge resources through a self-sustainable Ecosystem, which is a 
social space that connects research, gaming industries, intermediaries, education providers, 
policy makers and end-users. 
In order to achieve this goal, RAGE launches a social space, the RAGE Ecosystem, which will 
become the single entry point for the Applied Gaming communities. The RAGE Ecosystem will 
act as a Virtual Centre of Excellence in the Applied Gaming domain. It will realise centralised 
access to a wide range of dispersed Applied Gaming software modules, services and resources 
(or their metadata) that have been designed and developed in regional and EU funded projects. 
Fuelled by the “good stuff” and the “good expertise” that will be made available the RAGE 
Ecosystem will become the major European hotspot for applied game development. The RAGE 
Ecosystem reflects the genesis of an open, flexible and dynamic hub in which innovators are 
inspired and stimulated. (Hollins et.al., 2015) provide a more in depth analysis of the approach. 
In order to achieve this goal RAGE arranges a well-managed and structured repository, digital 
library and media archive system. The social dimension of the RAGE Ecosystem is and will be 
supported by community tools for collaboration, annotation, creativity, profiling, knowledge dating, 
recommender services, user-posted products and assets, the formation of alliances and matching 
the users’ supplies and demands, if not trade. The Ecosystem will also make available a set of 
asset creation aids that allow its visitors (viz. technology providers, game developers, game 
industries, researchers) to create their own assets and post them to the Ecosystem’s repository. 
The development process of WP6 is following an iterative methodology. The highly distributed 
nature of the project results in, compared to more centralized development processes, relatively 
long iteration cycles as discussed here. 
1.2 Development Process  
 
In each phase RAGE broadens the user-groups to be addressed who collectively contribute new 
requirements to the development process. Each phase has the goal to deliver a shippable result 
which can be evaluated (in cooperation with WP8) by involving the user-groups matching the 
individual iteration.  
1.2.1 Iteration 1: Integration and Availability (M1-M12) 
 
Iteration 1 primarily deals with the establishment of the technological foundation of the RAGE 
Ecosystem. The different components sourced and developed by the individual partners are 
integrated and deployed. By M12, a first deployment of the integrated Ecosystem has become 
available (as documented by this deliverable). The development of the Ecosystem will undergo 
rapid improvements throughout the project duration. The individual components are hosted on 
servers by the respective project partners. The improvements are provided to these systems on 
an ongoing basis. 
1.2.2 Iteration 2: Asset Collection, Initial Evaluation and Testing (M13-M24) 
 
In this iteration, it is now possible to collect assets and knowledge resources via stable non-
experimental user-interfaces, and the collected artefacts will form the base of the corpus of 
material available within the Ecosystem. The coupling will become feature complete and the 
project focusses on enhancing the user experience, the adoption of the RAGE metadata 
schemata, taxonomies and facilities for handling additional media-types. Initial test imports of 
assets will be performed, in collaboration with WP1 and WP8. The available features will be 
evaluated. The initial tests are based on a collection of software assets generated by the project 
(WP2 and WP3) together with their accompanying documents, including such as, tutorials, 
presentations and publications as available for the individual assets.  
1.2.3 Iteration 3: Business Model driven refinement (M25-M40) 
 
  
With the availability of D7.4 “Report with proposition of potential business models” the 
development will shift towards features required to facilitate stakeholders in executing the 
aforementioned proposed business models. At the time of writing the outcome of WP7 is 
undefined r, so we cannot specify the detailed outcome of this iteration. 
1.2.4 Iteration 4: Preparation for sustained availability (M41-M48) 
 
After the availability of D7.6 “Develop asset based business case for the Leisure games 
development industries access is proposed via a web based resource located within the RAGE 
repository.”, the RAGE Ecosystem will make final amendments to its outcomes and enter a 
feature freeze, and the Ecosystem is prepared for handover to future sustainability models being 
explored in WP7, including a concept for how to transition the development system to production 
systems. 
  
2 Ecosystem Overview 
The Ecosystem emerges from a set of sophisticated integrated sub-systems and services. The 
following Context Map illustrates the individual bounded contexts of the ecosystem.  
  
  
  
Figure 1: Integration Approach between Digital Library and Software Repository  
  
The central point of entry for users of the RAGE Ecosystem will be the Ecosystem Portal. The 
Portal connects the individual sub-systems of the RAGE Ecosystem. It provides a unified user-
experience for accessing the Software Repository, Digital Library and Media Archive. In addition, 
it will also provide channels for sharing RAGE Assets via different Social Media channels and for 
ingesting content from Social Media into the RAGE Digital Library. The ecosystem also includes 
tools for semi-automatic categorization of various Assets being ingested into the Digital Library. 
Figure 1 illustrates the different components of the Ecosystem as bounded contexts. Each 
bounded context provides functionality for a specific sub-domain of the Ecosystem and has a 
dedicated developer team assigned to it. The arrows indicate the direction in which services of 
the individual bounded contexts are delivered. Each of the arrows also indicates the need for 
integration between systems. The following sections describe the different bounded contexts, the 
features provided, use-cases covered, technical details and integration strategies developed. 
 
  
3 Ecosystem Portal, Digital Library and Media Archive 
3.1 Description 
 
The Digital Library (DL) and Media Archive (MA) realize the management of the Ecosystem 
content. Via Ingesting and Harvesting, metadata can be imported and artefacts can be stored. 
Content Management functions help to upload, manage and index content objects (documents, 
media objects, courses), which has been attached to their metadata. In addition to that, content 
can be classified by using the Taxonomy Management components. 
 
The DL and MA also provide components to Search, Browse, and Display Content as well as 
Annotations. While the content is displayed the consumer has the option to assign content to a 
selected category (one way of Semi-Automatic Semantic Annotation Support). The Dissemination 
components enable the export of metadata in order that it can be used by other systems for 
analysis, etc. 
3.2 Technology Selection 
First of all, we are introducing one of the base technologies of the RAGE Ecosystem, the so-
called Educational Portal (EP) tool suite which was developed by the software company GLOBIT 
(see http://www.globit.com) and GLOBIT itself.  
GLOBIT’s products and services for Virtual Information and Knowledge Environments and 
Educational Portals enable an organization to get a head start into the fast-growing field of 
information and knowledge management as well as continuing online education in record time 
and at affordable prices. By combining web-based portal technology with web-based content 
management components and services, RAGE will be enabled to optimally leverage its collected 
digital assets (e.g., documentation, media resources, training materials) produced during past 
events as well as benefit from assets produced in the future. Bleeding edge Web 2.0 features, 
such as community comments, star-ratings, Amazon-style recommendations, or eBay-style 
filtering and browsing immediately attract users to an organizations educational portal. 
The EP tool suite of GLOBIT was developed as a solution for the growing need of scientific 
communities to manage their document and media collections as well as its educational and other 
knowledge resources of various kinds. Furthermore, one of its additional purposes is to support 
continuous professional education and training of practitioners, experts, and scientists which are 
members of professional communities of practice or scientific communities. The EP tool suite has 
been developed in order to provide an internet-platform which allows for interaction between 
community members and access to their digital assets. Such assets include, e.g., published 
papers, lecture videos, abstracts and entire online courses. 
 
Figure 2: Architecture of the EP 
 
  
A reference application of EP tools suite is, e.g., the United European Gastroenterology (UEG) 
educational e-learning platform (http://www.e-learning.ueg.eu). In order to find information in 
the EP, a UEG community member can either search for specific words in all texts or set a filter 
to specific categories, provided by the communities. UEG experts have created domain specific, 
hierarchical categories to which a given document can belong. In order to empower this feature, 
the need to assign specific categories to given documents arises. However, the time of domain 
experts is a sparse resource and every human created categorization is subjective to the 
individual expert’s opinion. The automated assignment of a given category to a specific text is 
commonly called Text Categorization. Furthermore, the UEG´s EP-based application solution is 
based on the TYPO3 Content Management System (CMS). The underlying architecture paradigm 
is the Service Oriented Architecture paradigm.  
Besides its application by the UEG´s EP-based application solution, the EP tool suite was already 
used in the European project Alliance Permanent Access to the Records of Science in Europe 
Network (APARSEN). The EP tool suite offers a wide variety of tools. This includes a web-based, 
user-friendly course-authoring tool, and content & knowledge management tools for the 
management of documents, multimedia objects, taxonomies and more. Figure 1 displays the 
components and services in the Educational Portal tool suite underlying the RAGE Ecosystem. 
The EP´s three-tier architecture, displayed in Figure 1 is divided into core functions, extensions 
and the data storage. 
 
 
Tier Components 
and 
Services 
Description 
Extensions Integration 
and 
Mediation 
Single s i g n -on support, con 
tent and knowledge resource mediators. 
 e-commerce 
Support 
Payment options, and shopping cart functions. 
 Search and 
Browse 
Functions to find and access suitable content and 
knowledge resources. 
 Community 
and 
Social Net- 
work Support 
Functions to interact bidirectional with social 
network systems and to share content, 
communications, interactions, interests, 
recommendations, or activities. 
Core User and 
Community 
Management 
Create or handle users and 
communities as well as auto- mated competence 
profiling of users by identification of tacit 
knowledge. 
 Content and 
Knowledge 
Management 
Taxonomy management to 
classify content, content an- notation, natural 
language analysis, access, dissemination and 
recommender systems. 
 Education 
and 
Training 
Support 
Course authoring, support 
functions for learners, profiling, content, 
knowledge and learning management including 
recommender systems. 
Data User and 
Communities 
Personal information about a 
user or assigned networks. 
 Taxonomy Classifications of content and 
knowledge resources. 
 Documents Learning content in form of 
documents like presentations or text-documents. 
 Multi Media Video/Audio recordings, images or interactive 
graphics and presentation content. 
  
 Courses and 
Assignments 
Learning content or information about assigned 
learning content, the structure and metadata of 
courses. In addition: assignments, quizzes and 
tests, allowing interactions and qualifying of 
students 
Table 1: EP tool suite components and services 
 
3.3 Nature of the Subcontract Licensing 
 
GLOBIT will provide source code software licenses for building a community website tailored to 
the demand of the RAGE Ecosystem by using the leading enterprise content management system 
Typo 3® and GLOBIT’s SCW SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY WEBSITES product. SCW SCIENTIFIC 
COMMUNITY WEBSITES is the starting point of all professional knowledge sharing and 
dissemination, i.e., a platform to set up customized community websites for professional 
associations, expert communities, and communities of practice. Based on existing or customized 
community websites, GLOBIT’s community portal software products and services support 
professional organizations as well as professional event organizers to handle event information 
from small and medium- sized workshops to fully fledged congresses. 
 
Furthermore, GLOBIT will provide software licenses for building a Digital Library tailored to the 
demand of the RAGE Ecosystem by using SPO SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION ONLINE®. SPO 
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION ONLINE® is an online digital library supporting organizations in 
production, publication, registration, dissemination, legal deposit, and preservation of their 
documents and supplementary digital assets. 
 
SMO SCIENTIFIC MEDIA ONLINE® is a web-based multimedia archive supporting all aspects 
of inter- active and streaming educational media. GLOBIT will provide software licenses for 
building a Media Archive tailored to the demand of the RAGE Ecosystem by using SMO 
SCIENTIFIC MEDIA ONLINE®. 
  
GLOBIT will provide software licenses for building an Online Training Portal tailored to the 
demand of the RAGE Ecosystem by using STO SCIENTIFIC TRAINING ONLINE®. STO 
SCIENTIFIC TRAINING ONLINE® is an online web-based training portal and Learning 
Management System (LMS) covering the complete life cycle of eLearning, from course authoring 
to certification. 
 
3.4 Justification of the Software Selection and Nature of the Subcontract 
 
In order to support the justification of the selection of the software and the purchasing through a 
corresponding software source code licensing subcontract, we would first of all like to address 
questions like:  
What have been the systems' requirements, how were these derived and validated, what 
candidate systems were compared, what open source candidates were considered, what is the 
main argumentation for the selection of this system, was there any external validation/ second 
opinion? 
 
It was already clear at proposal time that the project would need to build an Ecosystem consisting 
of a Software Repository, a Digital Library, a Media Archive and a Learning Content Management 
System (LCMS) including a Learning Management System (LMS) as base sub systems.  
These very general requirements where already identified on the basis of the goals of the project, 
they were also evaluated by the evaluation of the proposal, and it was also clear and generally 
  
accepted by the evaluators of the proposal at that time that there was no single solution in the 
market that could satisfy all these requirements.  
Therefore, the consortium has rightly decided already at proposal time to build the Ecosystem on 
the basis of a software repository that was already existing before (SHARETEC) as well as an 
existing scientific community portal technology, i.e., the Educational Portal Suite of GLOBIT that 
already integrated a Digital Library, a Media Archive and a LCMS/LMS. All of these sub systems 
should be based on Open Source Technologies but should already be tailored to the needs of the 
project by the original software developers.  
In the case of SHARETEC, it was possible to integrate the necessary partners including their 
background, i.e., their software into the project.  
In the case of the Educational Portal technology the overall budget did not allow to include another 
partner like GLOBIT to provide the portal technology including its adaptation and extension during 
the course of the project.  
However, it was also clear that such a software that satisfied all the mentioned requirements in 
one package and at the same time was built on the basis of Open Source components could not 
be found in the software market.  
Therefore, the consortium decided, that the software should be licensed in source code by project 
partner FTK from the software provider GLOBIT on the basis of a subcontract containing the 
license fees for using the software in the course of the project and the approval for FTK to adapt 
and extend it to the needs of the project.  
In this way the effort of building the software from scratch which would have incurred a much 
higher cost, could be avoided and substituted by licensing an existing software in source code 
including the right to adapt and extend it. 
 
Furthermore, we will now address questions like: 
What the support includes and what will be the service agreement? In addition, which are possible 
obligations, i.e., what will happen in the case of premature termination of RAGE or any other 
problems with RAGE project performance regarding whether there will be pending obligations 
within the subcontract? 
 
The support will include software engineering consultancy regarding the explanation of the 
different areas of the source code as well as consultancy regarding possible software engineering 
starting points for adapting and extending the base technology on the basis of pre-existing starting 
points in the software itself. In case of termination performance problems of RAGE there will be 
no pending obligations within the subcontract towards the subcontractor. 
 
In addition, we will now address questions like: 
Are there possible dependencies arising from the subcontract? How does it address issues like 
how parties cover the risks of malfunctioning of the software extensions, particularly if this 
malfunctioning would be caused by demonstrable flaws in the background? How does the 
subcontract cover the risks of termination of software maintenance by the subcontractor; 
bankruptcy, merger or take-over by third party as well as related to e.g. the portability of the 
foreground? 
 
The only dependencies that arise from the subcontract is the need of FTK to consult with the 
original developer of the software regarding adaptations and extensions of the software. As 
regards demonstrable flaws in the background the consultancy is also intended to support 
debugging and other corrective actions from a software engineering point of view. As the license 
is a source code license, the source code will already be available at the time of termination by 
the subcontractor. Therefore, e.g. additional risk management measures like e.g. software source 
code escrow are not needed. W.r.t. take-over by third parties the subcontract is independent of 
such events and will still be legally binding in case of such an event. 
 
Finally, we will now address questions like: 
What is the legal base and the Sustainability of the subcontracting? Is this subcontracting at all? 
Is the subcontractor party not (cf. Article 13 GA) carrying out a task of the project independently, 
but instead offer services (support) and goods (license) which are eligible to be listed as other 
direct costs (Article 10 GA)? What will happen after the project's ending? How is the right secured 
to continue the license against favourable conditions? Can the project or members of the 
  
consortium consider options to transfer some of the foreground results to the subcontractor, or 
anticipate conditions that would allow the sub-contractor to take part in the RAGE exploitation? 
 
The subcontracting is related to carrying out the task of providing the above described base 
technology in software on the source code level. This is not a typical way in which software is 
license and also the support does not include adaptation and extension support from a software 
engineering point of view. Therefore, it is also not a plain purchasing of services and goods and 
therefore not eligible under direct costs. Project members can consider to transfer back some of 
the foreground to the sub-contractor as part of RAGE exploitation activities. Subcontractor could 
also become a partner in exploitation based on such transfers. 
 
3.5 Use-case scenarios supported by the Ecosystem Portal in M12 
 
The Ecosystem Portal (EP) supports a range of use-cases for managing knowledge resources a 
well-managed and structured Digital Library and Media Archive Ecosystem. The scenarios listed 
below also indicates the dependencies on results documented on other deliverables of WP6. The 
individual scenarios are discussed in detail in Annex I of this deliverable. The system supports 
the following features for the Digital Library and Media Archive (DL&MA) as well as for the User 
and Group Management (UM): 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 1: Metadata Ingesting via BibTex 
The DL&MA provides a BibTeX mass import tool that allows user to import a large 
volume of publications and their metadata. 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 2: Metadata Harvest via OAI-PMH 
The process for integrating the Software Repository into the ecosystem portal is to 
ingest metadata into the Digital Library. This provides the facility to mass import 
artefacts from external systems via OAI-PMH. It offers import of the RAGE Asset 
Metadata as well as generic OAI-PMH endpoints. For the import of Software Assets, 
the import uses the metadata schemata as defined by WP1. 
 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 3: Content Management 
Users manage the metadata of documents and media resources metadata and their 
content. 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 4: Annotation - Documentation – Digital Library 
Users view documents, assets or media resources. Depending on the media type, the 
page will be customized to show the matching details.  
 
 DL&MA Scenario 5: Taxonomy Management 
An administrator may manage categories that are used to classify the contents of the 
Ecosystem, based on the RAGE taxonomies. The taxonomy management tools within 
the Ecosystem portal serve similar purposes as the taxonomy management tools as 
used by for asset authoring or in the software repository. The core differences are that 
the taxonomy manager of the DL and MA supports multi-value features, as well as the 
  
direct mapping capabilities to the internal taxonomy schema representation of the DL 
and MA. Also it is fully embedded into the Ecosystem Portal. The editor is not fully 
financed by RAGE, as a base version of it already existed and was part of the 
background contributed to RAGE by FTK and via the EP Licensing. The taxonomy 
managing actions (insert, update, delete, and assign categories) are coupled with the 
indexing and the resulting taxonomy is integrated and optimized for Faceted Search. 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 6: Browse 
Browsing is a special case of search. In other words, it’s a search without a defined 
search term. Courses, documentations and media resources are listed together. Users 
may use filters to choose the content they t Wish to access. 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 7: Index and Search 
Content is semantically indexed and user searches for courses, documentations or 
media resources on the same interface. 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 8: Semi-Automatic Classification 
Ecosystem users visit the content page of a paper and receives categories (1) for the 
current paper. This page also provides the user with the option to edit the categories 
list, by clicking checkbox on the left of the category. 
 
 DL&MA Scenario 9: Dissemination 
Will allow users to export publication metadata from the Ecosystem to a file. 
 
 UM Scenario 1: Create, Change, Delete a User Profile as Admin User 
The administration page offers an option to create new users. By clicking the new user 
button, the administrator will be redirected to the form to create a user. A user can be 
created using username, email, password and group (roles are implemented as groups 
with permission semantics, i.e. a specialization of group). 
 
 UM Scenario 2: Create my own User Profile (Portal User) 
Users can register to create a new profile. Users can register a new user profile in the 
portal. The information needed is username, email and password. The registration 
requires account activation via email. 
 
 UM Scenario 3: Change my own User Profile (Portal User) 
After users are logged in, they will have an option to edit their profile. The user profile 
is divided into 2 sections: edit basic information (avatar, real name…), or change email 
or password, which requires authentication. 
 
  
 GM Scenario 1: Create, Change, Delete Group Profile as Admin User 
An administrator user is able to create, change, and delete the Profile of a Group. A 
group is defined by name and description. A new group can be added by selecting Add 
New Group Button. The edit button allows admin to edit the group by changing the 
name and description of the group. The delete button deletes the corresponding 
group profile. 
 
In addition to these use-cases which are already well documented in Annex I, the Ecosystem 
Portal is already supporting some key scenarios for integration with social media (SM), as 
discussed in Section 6: 
 
 SM Scenario 1: Ingesting via Mendeley 
The DL&MA provides a mass import tool integrating with the social research and 
library management platform Mendeley. It that allows users to connect their account 
in the EP with their Mendeley Account and to import a large volume of publications 
and their metadata from their Mendeley collections. 
 SM Scenario 2: Ingesting from Slideshare 
The DL&MA provides a mass import tool integrating with the slide sharing platform 
Slideshare It that allows users to connect their account in the EP with their Slideshare 
Account and to import a large volume of presentations and their metadata from their 
Slideshare collections. The presentations are embedded in the EP for display. 
 
 
  
4 Software Repository 
4.1 Introduction 
The RAGE Software Asset Repository is at the core of the asset development infrastructure (see 
Task 1.3) and the main function of the repository is to facilitate the process of RAGE Asset 
development, sharing, exchange, reuse and repurposing. This document presents the first design 
of the repository, as well as integration guidelines with additional repositories and libraries into 
the RAGE Ecosystem.  
4.1.1 Objectives 
The main objective of the Task 1.3 is to develop the back-end web-based infrastructure needed 
for defining the whole package of attributes that make up an asset, including software, data 
formats, metadata, documentation, and instructional materials. This web-based infrastructure is 
called also RAGE Asset Repository and RAGE software library – both concepts are used as 
synonyms. Thematically this task is extending with work executed in WP1, thus documents from 
WP1 may overlap with the material presented here. 
4.2 Integration Strategy 
 
 
Figure 3: The integration strategy for the Software Repository 
The Ecosystem Portal and the Software Repository implement a single-sign-on (SSO) by relying 
on a shared Identity Management (see Ecosystem Portal Section) providing an OpenId endpoint. 
In addition, the Ecosystem Portal’s Digital Library synchronizes (Anti-Corruption Layer (ACL)) with 
the Software Repository in order to make the RAGE Assets stored in the Software Repository 
available via the Portal (i.e., discoverable in faceted search and browsing) the Ecosystem. The 
DL can harvest the metadata of the assets in the software repository using an OAI-PMH endpoint 
(Open Host Service (OHS)) providing the information in the RAGE metadata format (Published 
Language (PL)). The software repository publishes (PUB) lifecycle events (Published Language 
  
(PL)) on a message queue (MQ) and the Ecosystem subscribes (SUB) to the MQ to trigger 
harvesting on demand to reduce the time between upload or change on a software asset and the 
availability within the Ecosystem portal. 
 
4.3 Asset repository infrastructure 
The Asset Repository is the core of the asset development infrastructure (see Task 1.3). It is used 
to store and manage access to: 
 Reusable game assets 
 Artefacts – resources within game assets 
 Metadata for game assets and for artefacts 
 Relationships between assets – dependencies, related assets, etc. 
The Asset Repository will leverage the discovery, development and reuse of game assets and 
artefacts. It will help both game asset developers and consumers in all the activities concerning 
game assets life-cycle.  
1.1. Asset Repository Functions 
The main functions are as follows: 
 Search for assets and artefacts in the repository 
 Find related assets/artefacts 
 Browse assets/artefacts 
 Create, update, publish, delete assets/artefacts 
 Download assets/artefacts 
 Versioning support 
 Source code import from GitHub (using GitHub API [18]) 
 Integration with IDEs 
 Harvesting of repositories for game assets and metadata using OAI-PMH 
 Review and rate assets/artefacts 
 Subscription to assets 
1.2. Asset Repository Architecture 
Asset repository infrastructure comprises three tiers (Figure 4): 
 Client tier 
 Service tier 
 Data store tier 
 
  
 
Figure 4: Asset Repository Architecture 
The Data store tier is implemented by using three solid, industry adopted open source 
components. These components are considered very solid and overall risks are reduced by 
relying on these components. This tier is used to store game assets, artefacts, metadata, 
taxonomies and indexes:  
 Fedora. Fedora 4.x [1] is used as the underlying platform for the repository. It stores the 
game assets, artefacts and metadata. Fedora uses RDF as primary data format for 
preservation. However, a triple store is not bundled into the repository itself. Creating, 
modifying or deleting resources in the repository generates JMS events so when the 
repository is updated the indexer copies RDF from the repository to an external triple 
store to keep it in sync with the repository.  
 Sesame. Sesame [4] is a powerful Java framework for processing and handling RDF 
data. This includes creating, parsing, storing, inferencing and querying over such data. 
Sesame RDF triple store contains metadata from Fedora and also classification 
taxonomies and vocabularies.  
 Solr. Solr is a search platform, written in Java, from the Apache Lucene project [5]. Its 
major features include full-text search, hit highlighting, faceted search, real-time 
indexing, etc. It is used for creating full text indexes on the important metadata fields 
and for realizing full text search and faceted search.  
  
An indexer component which is listening to the Fedora JMS events, retrieves the event target 
resource and synchronizes the Sesame and Solr with the Fedora repository.  
The Service tier is used for access and preservation of assets and artefacts. It consists of 
services which provide access to the underlying data store tier. 
 Fedora Services. The Fedora 4 HTTP API is generally a RESTful API. HTTP methods like 
GET, PUT, POST and DELETE are implemented on most resource paths. The API also 
relies heavily on content negotiation to deliver context-appropriate responses, and a 
HATEOAS-driven text/html response (providing a decent GUI experience on top of the 
repository). Supports OAI-PMH [11] requests on content in the repository. 
 Sesame Services. Sesame offers a RESTful HTTP interface supporting the SPARQL 
Protocol for RDF. It is a fully compliant superset of the SPARQL Protocol for RDF [8] 
W3C Recommendation. The current version of the protocol additionally supports 
communication for SPARQL 1.1 Update operations, as described in the SPARQL 1.1 
Protocol for RDF [9] W3C Recommendation, as well as the SPARQL 1.1 Graph Store 
HTTP Protocol [10] W3C Recommendation. 
 Solr Services. Apache Solr exposes Lucene’s Java API as REST like API’s which can be 
called over HTTP. The RESTful endpoints allow CRUD style operations to be performed 
on the managed resources. 
 Asset Services. Provide services for composition, orchestration and execution of 
complex processes workflows. 
Client tier includes web-based applications, plug-ins for integrated development environments 
(IDEs), and software components from the RAGE ecosystem that use the services supported by 
the Asset Repository Infrastructure. It includes: 
 Asset Repository Manager (ARM) is a web-based application embodying main 
functionalities for lifecycle management of assets and artefacts.  
 IDE plug-ins are rich clients consuming services from Asset Repository Service tier and 
thus allowing developers to manage assets from within an integrated development 
environment (IDE). 
 Other software components from RAGE ecosystem, such as Ecosystem Portal (EP) 
harvesting assets and metadata using OAI-PMH service provider from Asset Repository 
Service tier. 
4.4 Asset repository data model 
4.4.1 Domain model 
The RAGE Metadata model is not built on any single community standard but rather adopts an 
open, cross-domain semantic Web-based framework that can accommodate the range and 
richness of particular community standards such as RAS, ADMS and IEEE LOM. That is why the 
internal presentation format of the RAGE metadata domain model is in RDF. Furthermore, Fedora 
is using it as primary format for preservation and also it allows performing semantic queries and 
inferences. However, some validation constraints (for example cardinality of the elements, 
sequences etc.) should be enforced on the data sent by the client tier. This cannot be easily 
expressed in RDF itself but using OWL for validation has also some drawbacks. Therefore, the 
repository supports RDF for the internal representation and RAGE metadata model expressed as 
XML schema [7]. 
Though the internal representation of the RAGE metadata in the asset repository is in RDF we 
have chosen to use XML as a manifest format and an XML schema for the model for the following 
reasons: 
• If the manifest file in the asset package is in RDF it will be difficult to validate it 
  
• The URIs of the asset and artefacts are automatically generated after the asset is ingested in 
the repository so we cannot use them in the manifest beforehand. 
 We have chosen to use an XML schema for validation of the manifest files and follow the 
approach used by the Europeana project for representing RDF in XML. This approach allows 
automatic validation of manifest files and easy transformation from XML to RDF and vice versa. 
Figure 5 shows a simplified UML class diagram of the core classes of the domain model. The 
complete diagram is given in Appendix II. In Annex III, we provide an in depth description of APIs 
and namespaces of the Repository. 
 
 
Figure 5 Simplified UML Class Diagram 
4.5 Usage scenarios 
Some usage scenarios/ exemplars for interacting with the RAGE Asset Repository are described 
below: 
4.5.1 Publishing/updating a game asset through ARM Web UI 
The asset developer signs in ARM, creates/selects an asset, enters/updates metadata and 
uploads artefacts or a packaged asset. 
4.5.2 Publishing/updating a game asset from GitHub 
The asset developer signs in ARM, creates/selects an asset, provides GitHub repository identifier 
and credentials (if required). The files (artefacts) and metadata from GitHub will be automatically 
harvested and published in RAGE Asset Repository (using GitHub API [18]). The user should 
also supply the rest required metadata. 
4.5.3 Publishing/updating a game asset from an IDE 
This scenario requires a corresponding IDE plugin (for example Eclipse plugin) to be developed 
as a rich ARM API client. The asset developer opens the asset project in the IDE, using the plugin 
he creates/updates the asset in RAGE Asset Repository within the IDE, providing credentials and 
needed metadata. 
4.5.4 Searching for a game asset 
The asset consumer signs in ARM, searches for assets using full text search or advanced search, 
browses the repository, views assets metadata and downloads assets or artefacts for reuse. 
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5 Natural Language Analysis and Semantic Annotation 
 
The details of the natural language analysis are discussed in D6.3. Here we primarily discuss the 
integration strategy and API provided by the Reader Bench services. The functionality will be 
surfaced within the digital library within the user interface for semi-automatic categorization.  
5.1 Integration Strategy 
 
This section describes the strategy for integrating the bounded contexts of the ecosystem portal 
with the natural language analysis (NLA) services. The NLA services offer an open host service 
(OHS) with a well-documented schema (published language (PL)) for deriving suggestions for 
categories to be used for individual documents. The Ecosystem portal implements an automatic 
categorization adapter (anti-corruption layer (ACL)) and will allow for the users to request 
automatically generated category suggestions within the user-interfaces for semi-automatic 
categorization (see section 3.3). 
 
 
 
Figure 6: The integration strategy with Reader Bench 
 
 
 
5.2 Sample of API response interpreted within ReadearBench web 
interface 
The Reader Bench API is described in more detail in Annex VI. As an additional method conceiver 
for preliminary validation, we have created a web interface to display the results of the API 
response. Three different sections will be displayed after the Natural Language Processing 
pipeline is applied on the document defined as URL, abstract and a set of keywords. The following 
picture shows an example of API request made from the web interface. 
  
 
 
Figure 7. Sample input 
 
  
 
Figure 8. Concept map output sample  
 
Figure 9. Description, keywords and categorisation output sample 
  
6 Social Network Support 
The conceptual approach exploring methods to first of all integrate the content management and 
community collaboration support portal technologies based on the Digital Library (DL), and 
Media Archive (MA) infrastructures with social network support technologies has been 
discussed in detail in two publications:  
 Salman, Munir, Heutelbeck, Dominic and Hemmje, Matthias. (2015) “Towards Social 
Network Support for an Applied Gaming Ecosystem”. In. Proc. of the 9th European 
Conference on Games Based Learning ECGBL 2015. Pages 721 – 728. 
 Salman, Munir, Star, Kam, Nussbaumer, Alexander, Fuchs, Michael, Brocks, Holger, Vu, 
Duc Binh, Heutelbeck, Dominic, and Hemmje, Matthias (2015) „Towards Social Media 
Platform Integration with an Applied Gaming Ecosystem” In. Proc. of Proceedings of 
the 5th International Conference on Social Media Technologies, Communication, and 
Informatics SOTICS 2015. 
The full text is provided in Annex VII. In this section we will briefly summarize the motivation, 
approach and conclusions from this work. 
6.1 Motivation 
In consequence, the RAGE Ecosystem and its integration with social networks of game- 
developing-,  gaming-, and applied-gaming communities will b e c o m e  an enabler to harvest 
community knowledge and support the access to the RAGE Ecosystem as a knowledge 
resource for such communities. As Game-Based Learning (GBL) communities are applied 
gaming communities, too, they also represent the target communities of the RAGE Ecosystem. 
In more detail, GBL communities are interested in games and the effectiveness of learning 
activities supported by GBL technologies and application scenarios. 
This section discusses on supporting content and knowledge management, community building, 
and collaboration in the RAGE ecosystem. Accordingly, the corresponding research question 
addressed in this activity: How is such knowledge captured or developed and how can such 
knowledge be shared, maintained and utilized? To ensure the capturing, sharing, and exchange 
of knowledge, the RAGE Ecosystem will be instantiated through its social dimension supporting 
content and knowledge management (including education and training), collaboration, 
annotation, creativity, and matchmaking. Besides content and knowledge management, the 
RAGE Ecosystem will later also support Social Network Analysis (SNA) by means of applying 
technologies supporting Natural Language Analysis (NLA) for discourse analysis as well as 
Named Entity Recognition and Semantic Representation and Annotation. This will enable users 
to extend the envisioned Ecosystem with features of a social mediation engine going beyond 
content syndication, i.e., it will serve as a social space that mediates collaboration partners, 
while content remains the main attractor. Finally, an interactive map of supply- and demand-side 
stakeholders and resources will be provided for orientation and access support. 
The remainder of this section will provide an introduction to a set of exemplar target 
communities. It will then review the integration possibilities of social network technologies and 
their interfaces that could possibly support an integration with the RAGE Ecosystem. 
Furthermore, it will investigate how to support access to resources and assets from SNSs. 
In addition, it will outline design approaches towards supporting users in the target 
communities by services provided by the RAGE Ecosystem by means of outlining several 
use case scenarios for using Social Networking Features (SNFs) within the RAGE 
Ecosystem user interface. Finally, it will present conclusions and future work. 
6.2 Integration approach and Methodology 
The following section presents the main technical integration possibilities. In this way, our 
integration approach and methodology enables us to differentiate between getting access to 
resources and assets in the RAGE Ecosystem from external SNS communities and pushing 
content from the RAGE Ecosystem to the external SNSs in order to improve user acceptance 
of the services provided by the RAGE Ecosystem. Figure 10 displays the concept of a bi-
directional integration approach of the RAGE Ecosystem with SNSs using a REST API. 
  
 
Figure 10: Integration Approach of RAGE Ecosystem with SNSs 
 
Referencing this bi-directional integration approach, table 3 details scenarios conforming to 
possible Tight and Loose Coupling (Suxia Liu, 2004) These methodologies are essential 
for achieving an integration of SNS to RAGE and vice versa. 
 
Method FROM SNS TO 
RAGE ECOSYSTEM 
FROM RAGE 
ECOSYSTEM TO SNS 
 
 
 
 
Tight Coupling 
Integration of RAGE-Interface 
within the SNS, user does not 
need to leave the SNS 
Environment (e.g. user posts a 
content to the RAGE Ecosystem 
without leaving the SNS; user 
remains on the SNS) 
Integration of SN-Interface 
within the RAGE 
Ecosystem, user doesn’t 
leave the RAGE 
Environment (e.g. user 
posts, likes etc. a content 
without switching to the 
SNS; user remains on the 
RAGE Ecosystem) 
 
 
 
Loose Coupling 
RAGE SNFs within the SNS are 
related to the RAGE Ecosystem 
(links from the SNS to the 
RAGE Ecosystem) 
user leaves the SNS 
Environment and switches to the 
RAGE Ecosystem; user has to 
complete the action on the 
RAGE Ecosystem, not on the 
SNS 
SNFs are only related to 
SNS (link from RAGE to the 
SNS) User leaves the RAGE 
Environment and switches to 
the SNS; user has to 
complete the action on the 
SNS, not on the RAGE 
Ecosystem 
 
Table 3: Loose and tight coupling integration methods between SNS and the RAGE 
Ecosystem 
6.3 Conclusion and Outlook 
We have introduced the concept and initial design of the RAGE Ecosystem supporting 
community-based content and knowledge management. I. it will support the collection, sharing, 
access, and re-use of applied gaming research and development assets, resources as well as 
academic, industry, and end user best practice knowhow. In this way, the RAGE Ecosystem 
will provide applied gaming communities, and GBL communities, with an opportunity to interact, 
share and re-use knowledge as well as communicate and collaborate using the RAGE 
Ecosystem. Besides this introduction, we have detailed h o w integration between the RAGE 
Ecosystem and SNSs can be achieved to reduce market fragmentation and to increase the 
knowledge exchange among applied game communities (such as applied game developer, 
  
researchers and players). The RAGE Ecosystem and its SNS and SNF integration are currently 
under development. In the future, RAGE is aiming at increasing outreach and take-up of 
the RAGE Ecosystem through further SNS integration and SNF implementation. For example, 
the SNA and discourse analysis will be used for collecting, analysing, and presenting data 
about various patterns of relationships among people, objects and knowledge flows within the 
RAGE Ecosystem and will provide additional functionality and sophisticated services for end-
users, enhancing the emergence of communities. In particular, future developments will focus 
on identifying collaboration opportunities among individuals and groups, to support 
matchmaking and collaboration among stakeholders, and to identify and provide support for 
innovation opportunities and creativity efforts. These topics are addressed in depth by the work 
in WP7 and WP9, here RAGE will elaborate on dissemination channels and potential business 
models, and examine if and how the RAGE Ecosystem could become a sustainable 
marketplace for the GBL community in the future. 
In this way, the RAGE project currently anticipates the following additional tools and services 
as part of its future work: 
a) The RAGE Diagnostic tool based on various metrics for analysing the usage of 
resources, the formation of different user groups, the level of social interactions, 
etc., 
b) the RAGE awareness tool can increase participation of different target groups in the 
Ecosystem, 
c) the RAGE Knowledge Mapping tool builds and analyses knowledge maps for all kind 
of resources available in the Ecosystem. 
d) the RAGE Professional support tool will support the users by letting them know 
whom or where to ask for support in different situations, 
e) the RAGE Community detection tool will use available clustering algorithms (also 
called ‘‘community detection algorithms’’) that automatically identify and locate 
existing communities, in order to enhance the communication between gaming 
practitioners, 
f) the RAGE Ecosystem analysis tool will apply network analysis including many 
algorithms for identifying the most important, or central in some sense, nodes within a 
network, 
g) the RAGE Recommendation may generate value interventions towards stimulating 
the participation of users. Such interventions include suggesting connections among 
users, setting up groups, closing the gaps in people’s knowledge of other members’ 
expertise and experience, and strengthening the cohesiveness within existing teams. 
Social media data such as tags, comments, purchasing patterns, and ratings can be 
used to link related gaming assets and users together into networks, 
h) the RAGE Social learning tool applies SNA to online learning environments as well, 
focusing on the structural relationships between all learning objects and users, that 
support learning communities. 
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7 ANNEX I: EP Scenario Descriptions 
 
7.1 Scenarios for Documentations and Media Resources 
 
The DL & MA implements a number of use-case scenarios which realize a well-managed and 
structured Digital Library and Media Archive Ecosystem. The scenarios listed below also indicates 
e dependencies on results documented on other deliverables of WP6. The system supports the 
following features: 
 
7.1.1 DL&MA Scenario 1: Metadata Ingesting via BibTeX 
 
The DL&MA provides a BibTeX mass import tool that allows user to import a large volume of 
publications and their metadata. 
 
1. Upload file 
The user can select a file and upload it to the server. The amount of data uploaded to the 
server is displayed as a progress bar. 
2. Notification 
The status of data processed is shown to the user, for examples: how many records were 
processed or the data was unsuccessful imported. 
3. Uploaded records management 
The User can edit or delete uploaded records. 
4. Import to system library 
After pre-processing uploaded records, the user imports them to system library. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 11: DL&MA Implementation Screenshot 1: Metadata Ingesting 
  
  
7.1.2 DL&MA Scenario 2: Metadata Harvest via OAI-PMH 
 
The process for integrating the Software Repository into the ecosystem portal is to ingest 
metadata into the Digital Library. This provides the facility to mass import artefacts from external 
systems via OAI-PMH. It offers import of the RAGE Asset Metadata as well as generic OAI-PMH 
endpoints. For the import of Software Assets, the import uses the metadata schemata as defined 
by WP1. 
 
 
1. Upload file 
The User chooses OAI-PMH data provider. The amount of data processed is displayed as a 
progress bar. 
2. Notification 
The status of data processed is shown to the user, such as: how many records were processed 
or the data was unsuccessful imported. 
3. Uploaded records management 
The User can edit or delete uploaded records. 
4. Import to system library 
After pre-processing uploaded records, the user imports them to system library. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 12: DL&MA Screenshot 2: Metadata Harvest 
  
 
7.1.3 DL&MA Scenario 3: Content Management 
 
Users manage the metadata of documents and media resources metadata and their content. 
 
1. Create a new Document or Media Resource 
Users create new content, and add metadata if content, such as: title, authors, etc. 
2. Edit or Delete an existing Document or Media Resource 
Users edit or delete a record. In the edit page users can upload or delete content of records to 
and from the cloud (i.e., dedicated S3 Storage). 
3. Change page 
If the list is too long, the list will be dis aggregated into pages. Users click on links to go to other 
pages. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 13: DL&MA Screenshot 3: Content Management 
 
7.1.4 DL&MA Scenario 4: Annotation - Documentation – Digital Library 
 
Users view documents, assets or media resources. Depending on the media type, the page will 
be customized to show the matching details.  
 
1. Document metadata 
Title, authors, abstract & conference appearance are shown to the user. 
2. BibTeX  
BibTeX is automatically generated. 
3. Categories 
Content’s categories are displayed. 
4. Assignment of Categories 
Users may navigate to tools for assigning categories to the content. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: DL&MA Screenshot 4: Annotation - Documentation – Digital Library 
 
 
 
 
  
  
7.1.5 DL&MA Scenario 5: Taxonomy Management 
 
An administrator may manage categories that are used to classify the contents of the Ecosystem, 
based on the RAGE taxonomies.  
 
1. Main Categories 
All main categories are shown and subcategories can be browsed. 
2. Taxonomy Translation 
Utilities for translating taxonomy descriptions to multiple locales. 
3. Create New Taxonomy 
Users may add new Taxonomies. The taxonomies support multi-value concepts and 
subcategories.  
4. Create New Categories 
Users may add new Categories. 
5. Export Taxonomy 
Taxonomies may be exported to XML for processing outside of the Ecosystem Portal. 
6. Import Taxonomy 
Users can import Taxonomies from XML. 
7. Change Categories 
Categories may be deleted or renamed. 
8. Move Concepts 
Users may move concepts within the taxonomies’ hierarchy.  
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 15: DL&MA Screenshots 7a: Taxonomy Management 
 
 
Figure 16: DL&MA Screenshots 7b: Taxonomy Management 
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Figure 17: DL&MA Screenshots 7c: Taxonomy Management 
 
 
 
Figure 18: DL&MA Screenshots 7d: Taxonomy Management 
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Figure 19: DL&MA Screenshots 7e: Taxonomy Management 
 
 
 
Figure 20: DL&MA Screenshots 7f: Taxonomy Management 
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Figure 21: DL&MA Screenshots 7g: Taxonomy Management 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: DL&MA Screenshots 7h: Taxonomy Management 
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7.1.6 DL&MA Scenario 6: Browse 
 
Browsing is a special case of search. In other words, it’s a search without a defined search 
term. Courses, documentations and media resources are listed together. Users may use filters 
to choose the content they t Wish to access. 
 
1. Faceted search 
Allow users to explore content by applying multiple filters. Each content item belongs to 
different categories. Faceted search lets the user choose categories from which to display 
content. It also displays the number of matching items in each category. 
2. Search box 
The User inputs search term to search for specific content. 
3. List by order 
The search results are sorted in chosen order. 
4. Search results 
The search results are displayed as a list with content title, content type and a short 
description.  
 
 
  
 
Figure 23: DL&MA Screenshot 8: Browse 
  
  
7.1.7 DL&MA Scenario 7: Index and Search 
Content is semantically indexed and user searches for courses, documentations or media 
resources on the same interface. 
 
1. Faceted search 
Allows users to explore content by applying multiple filters. Content belongs to different 
categories. Faceted search lets users choose categories from which to display content. It also 
displays the number of matching items in each category.  
2. List by order 
The search results are sorted in chosen order. 
3. Search results 
The search results are shown as a list with content title, content type and a short description. 
The type of content is displayed as an icon. 
 
 
Figure 24: DL&MA Mock-up 9: Index and Search 
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7.1.8 DL&MA Scenario 8: Semi-Automatic Classification 
 
Ecosystem users visit the content page of a paper and receives categories (1) for the current 
paper. This page also provides the user with the option to edit the categories list, by clicking 
checkbox on the left of the category. 
 
1. Hierarchical Category Selection 
 
2. Assign Categories 
The categories selection will be updated if the users click the Assign Categories button. 
This feedback will be used to train the machine learner for topic classification 
 
3. Cancel 
The changes will be ignored if users click the Cancel button 
 
1 
  
 
 
Figure 25: DL&MA Screenshot 10: Semi-Automatic Classification on Content Page 
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7.1.9 DL&MA Scenario 9: Dissemination 
 
Will allow users to export publication metadata from the Ecosystem to a file. 
 
 
1. Display size 
Users choose a number of records to be displayed on each page. 
2. Search 
Users use the search box to search and choose records need to be exported. 
3. Record info 
Document information is displayed and sorted by column value ascend or descend. 
4. Export 
After all desired records are selected (pick and unpick), users press the Export button to export 
 
 
Figure 26: DL&MA Mock-up 1: Dissemination 
  
 
7.2 Scenarios for User & Group Management (UM&GM) 
 
The Ecosystem portal realizes a user and group management. In addition to the user interfaces, 
the system also implements an OpenId Endpoint for shared identity management with the 
Software Repository. 
 
7.2.1 UM Scenario 1: Create, Change, Delete a User Profile as Admin User 
 
The administration page offers an option to create new users. By clicking the new user button, 
the administrator will be redirected to the form to create a user. A user can be created using 
username, email, password and group (roles are implemented as groups with permission 
semantics, i.e. a specialization of group). 
 
1. Add new user 
Click the Add new user button and fill out the form 
2. Edit user 
Click the edit link for the corresponding user in the user list and fill out the form. 
3. Delete user 
Click the delete link for the corresponding user in the user list. 
 
Figure 27: UM Screenshot 1a: Create/Change a User Profile as Admin User 
 
  
 
 
Figure 28: UM Screenshot 1b: Create/Change a User Profile as Admin User 
 
7.2.2 UM Scenario 2: Create my own User Profile (Portal User) 
Users can register to create a new profile.  
 
Users can register a new user profile in the portal. The information needed is username, email 
and password. The registration requires account activation via email. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 29: UM Screenshots 2: Create my own User Profile (Portal User) 
  
7.2.3 UM Scenario 3: Change my own User Profile (Portal User) 
 
After a user is logged in, (s) he will have an option to edit his profile. The user profile is divided 
into 2 sections: edit basic information (avatar, real name…), or change email or password, which 
requires authentication. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30: UM Mock-up 2: Change my own User Profile (Portal User) 
7.2.4 GM Scenario 1: Create, Change, Delete Group Profile as Admin User 
 
An administrator user is able to create, change, and delete the Profile of a Group. A group is 
defined by name and description. A new group can be added by selecting Add New Group Button. 
The edit button allows admin to edit the group by changing the name and description of the group. 
The delete button deletes the corresponding group profile. 
 
  
 
Figure 31: GM Screenshots 1a: Create, Change, Delete Group Profile as Admin User 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32: CM Screenshots 1b: Create, Change, Delete Group Profile as Admin User 
  
8 ANNEX II: Domain model 
 
Figure 33 Complete UML Class Diagram 
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9 ANNEX III: Software Repository Implementation and Interfaces 
 
9.1 Fedora object model 
This subsection describes the objects and structures that compose a Fedora repository. 
A Fedora 4 repository [2] consists of a directed acyclic graph of resources where edges represent 
a parent-child relation. 
Repository objects can be loosely divided into two classes of resources: 
 Containers ("fedora:Container"), containing RDF properties and 0 or more child 
resources 
 Binaries, containing any binary payload 
The W3C Linked Data Platform (LDP) specification [3] describes a set of best practices and 
simple approach for a read-write Linked Data architecture, based on HTTP access to web 
resources that describe their state using the RDF data model. Fedora 4 implements the LDP 
specification for create, read, update and delete (CRUD) operations, allowing HTTP, REST, and 
linked data clients to make requests to Fedora 4. 
Next sections describe the RAGE domain model as implemented in Fedora 4, including UML 
Class Diagram of the model, the core classes and examples. 
9.2 Namespaces 
The table below lists the namespace prefixes that are used in the following sections with the 
corresponding namespaces URIs. 
Prefix URI 
adms http://www.w3.org/ns/adms# 
dcat http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat# 
dcterms http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 
foaf http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 
ldp http://www.w3.org/ns/ldp# 
rage http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/ 
rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 
rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 
skos http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# 
xs http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema# 
 
9.3 Core classes 
The core classes of the domain model are the following: 
 rage:Asset 
 rage:Classification 
 rage:Solution 
 rage:Usage 
 rage:Related Asset 
 rage:Artefact 
 rage:Requirements 
 rage:Design 
 rage:Implementation 
 rage:Tests 
 rage:License 
 rage:Context 
 foaf:Agent 
 skos:ConceptScheme 
  
 skos:Concept 
 rage:ArtefactFile 
All objects of these classes (except skos:ConceptScheme, skos:Concept and rage:ArtefactFile) 
are represented in Fedora as containers ("fedora:Container"), containing RDF properties and 0 
or more child resources. 
The objects of rage:ArtefactFile are files and represented in Fedora 4 as binaries.  
When an object is created in Fedora 4 server managed properties (such as fedora:createdBy, 
fedora:primaryType, fedora:created, fedora:mixinTypes, fedora:lastModified, etc.) are 
automatically added to the resource. 
The objects of skos:ConceptScheme, skos:Concept are parts of taxonomies and they are 
persisted in Sesame RDF triple store, not in Fedora 4. 
The classes and their properties are described in details in the RAGE Metadata Model document 
[7]. 
9.4 Examples 
The following examples are from SampleAsset.xml described in the RAGE Metadata Model 
document [7]. They are transformed from XML to RDF by XSLT transformations. APPENDIX II 
contains the complete example. 
9.4.1 Asset 
Below is given the RDF representation of an example asset. 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
# rage:Asset 
# http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001 
# ======================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001>  
  indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
 
  rage:name "TextToSpeechAsset"; 
  rdf:type rage:Asset; 
  dcterms:title "Text to Speech Asset"@en; 
  dcterms:title "Текст към говор асет"@bg; 
  dcterms:description "An asset generating speech output from plain text"@en; 
  dcterms:description "Асет, който генерира говор от текст"@bg; 
   
  dcterms:type <http://rageproject.eu/skos/asset_type#text_to_spech_asset>; 
  dcterms:date "2014-05-28"; 
  dcterms:language "en"; 
  dcterms:language "bg"; 
   
  dcterms:creator <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-
0001>; 
  dcterms:creator <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001>; 
  dcterms:publisher <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001>; 
  rage:owner <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-0001>; 
  dcat:keyword "text to speech"@en; 
  dcat:keyword "speech generation"@en; 
  rage:versionInfo "2.3"; 
  adms:versionNotes "This version 2.3 fixes some security issues."@en; 
  adms:status <http://purl.org/adms/status/Completed>; 
   
  rage:hasClassification <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/classification>; 
  rage:hasSolution <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/solution>; 
  rage:hasUsage <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/usage>. 
 
9.4.2 Usage 
Below is given the RDF representation of Usage element. 
  
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
# rage:Usage 
# http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/usage 
# ======================================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/usage> 
  indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Usage; 
  dcterms:description "Usage of the asset"@en; 
  rage:hasArtefact <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0004>. 
 
 
9.4.3 Artefact 
Below is given the RDF representation of an Artefact. 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
# rage:Artefact 
# http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0004 
# =========================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0004> 
  indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Artefact; 
  rage:name "docs/documentation.pdf"; 
  rage:reference "documentation.pdf"; 
  dcterms:title "documentation.pdf"@en; 
  dcterms:description "Documentation of the asset"@en; 
  dcterms:type <http://rageproject.eu/skos/artefactType#Documentation>; 
  dcterms:date "2014-05-10"; 
  dcterms:creator <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001>; 
  rage:versionInfo "2.3"; 
  dcterms:format "application/pdf"; 
  rage:hasFile <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/files/file-000023>. 
 
 
9.5 Asset Repository Services 
 
9.5.1 Fedora Services 
The Fedora 4 RDF-based responses can be serialized as [12]: 
 application/ld+json 
 application/n-triples 
 application/rdf+xml 
 text/n3 (or text/rdf+n3) 
 text/plain 
 text/turtle [17] (or application/x-turtle)  
In the following section some basic examples are provided. 
9.5.1.1 Examples 
 
  
Example (1): Retrieve asset metadata including child objects 
Request: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle; " -H "Prefer: return=representation; 
include=\"http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/repository#EmbedResources\"; 
omit=\"http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/repository#ServerManaged\"" 
"http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001" 
Response: 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix fedora: <http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/repository#> . 
@prefix rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> . 
#... 
 
 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001> a indexing:Indexable , rage:Asset ; 
 rage:owner <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-
0001> ; 
 rage:versionInfo "2.3"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 
 dcterms:date "2014-05-28"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 
 rage:hasRelatedAsset <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/related-asset-0001> , <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/related-
asset-0002> ; 
 indexing:hasIndexingTransformation 
"asset"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 
 dcterms:creator <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/organization-0001> , <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-
0001> ; 
 adms:status <http://purl.org/adms/status/Completed> ; 
 dcterms:description "An asset generating speech output from plain text"@en , "Асет, 
който генерира говор от текст"@bg ; 
 dcterms:publisher <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-
0001> ; 
 dcat:keyword "text to speech"@en , "speech generation"@en ; 
 dcterms:language "en"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> , 
"bg"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 
 rage:name "TextToSpeechAsset"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 
 dcterms:title "Text to Speech Asset"@en , "Текст към говор асет"@bg ; 
 dcterms:type <http://rageproject.eu/skos/asset_type#text_to_spech_asset> ; 
 adms:versionNotes "This version 2.3 fixes some security issues."@en ; 
 ldp:contains <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001> , 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-0001> , 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/related-asset-0001> , 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/related-asset-0002> , 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/classification> , 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/solution> , 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts> , 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/usage> . 
 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001> a indexing:Indexable , 
foaf:Person ; 
 indexing:hasIndexingTransformation 
"asset"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 
 foaf:mbox <mailto:john.smith@gameasset.com> ; 
 foaf:homepage <http://www.gameasset.com/~smit> ; 
 foaf:name "John Smith"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> . 
 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-0001> a 
foaf:Organizaton , indexing:Indexable ; 
 indexing:hasIndexingTransformation 
"asset"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 
 foaf:mbox <mailto:info@gameasset.com> ; 
 foaf:homepage <http://www.gameasset.com> ; 
 foaf:name "Game Asset Company Ltd."^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> . 
#... 
 
 
Example (2): Update asset metadata 
Request: 
curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type: application/sparql-update" --data-binary "@body.rdf" 
"http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001" 
 
Request Body: 
  
  
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
DELETE { 
  <> dcterms:description "An asset generating speech output from plain text"@"en" . 
} 
INSERT {    
  <> dcterms:description "An RAGE asset for speech synthesis"@"en" . 
} 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
 
Example (3): Create an artefact for an asset 
According to the Domain Model (see Figure 2) an Artefact comprises two Fedora objects – a 
binary resource (the file itself) and a resource of a type rage:Artefact. The Domain Model is 
represented as a directed acyclic graph of resources thus we need first to create the resources 
and then define the edges (relationships) between them. This process has multiple steps and 
requires to be executed as an atomic operation. Thus we need to use a transaction. 
Step (1): Create new transaction 
Request: 
curl -i -X POST "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/fcr:tx" 
Response: 
HTTP/1.1 201 Created 
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1 
Location: http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-b16eff1f98f9 
Expires: Thu, 01 Oct 2015 15:20:02 GMT 
Content-Length: 0 
Date: Thu, 01 Oct 2015 15:17:02 GMT 
Step (2): Create binary resource containing file 
Request: 
curl -X POST --upload-file NOTES.txt -H "Content-Type: text/plain" 
"http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-b16eff1f98f9/files" 
Response: 
Status: 201 Created 
  
Headers: 
Location: http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-
b16eff1f98f9/files/4f/78/f0/5c/4f78f05c-bccd-4819-867b-53de21513e9c 
  
Body: 
http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-
b16eff1f98f9/files/4f/78/f0/5c/4f78f05c-bccd-4819-867b-53de21513e9c 
Step (3): Create artefact resource 
Request: 
curl -X PUT -H "Content-Type: application/sparql-update" --data-binary "@artefact.rdf" 
"http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-b16eff1f98f9/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0101" 
 
Request Body: 
 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
PREFIX indexing: <http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/indexing#> 
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
INSERT {    
<> indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Artefact; 
  rage:name "textAnalisys.cs"; 
  rage:reference "source/textAnalisys.cs"; 
  dcterms:title "textAnalisys.cs"@en; 
  dcterms:format "text/plain"; 
} 
Response: 
Status: 201 Created 
  
Headers: 
Location: http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-
b16eff1f98f9/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0101 
 
  
Body: 
http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-b16eff1f98f9/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0101 
852043-3633-42f1-9ab2-9b7039fa5710 
Step (4): Commit transaction 
Request: 
curl -i -X POST "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/tx:67d3a47b-8531-4a88-bff7-b16eff1f98f9/fcr:tx/fcr:commit" 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
 
Step (5): Create edge (relationship) between artefact and binary resource 
Request: 
curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type: application/sparql-update" --data-binary "@edge1.rdf" 
"http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0101" 
 
Request Body: 
  
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
INSERT {    
  <> rage:hasFile <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/files/4f/78/f0/5c/4f78f05c-bccd-
4819-867b-53de21513e9c> 
} 
 
Step (6): Create edge (relationship) between asset and artefact 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
Request: 
curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type: application/sparql-update" --data-binary "@edge2.rdf" 
"http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/usage" 
 
Request Body: 
  
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
Cp INSERT {    
  <> rage:hasArtefact <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0101> 
} 
 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
 
9.5.2 Sesame Services 
The REST architectural style implies that URLs are used to represent the various resources that 
are available on a server. 
9.5.2.1 Examples 
Example (1): Retrieve all artefacts of asset with name “TextToSpeechAsset” and return response 
in json format. 
Request: 
curl -v -G -H "Accept: application/sparql-results+json" "http://localhost:8080/openrdf-
sesame/repositories/asset" --data-urlencode query@query-asset-artefact.rdf 
 
Request Body: 
 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
prefix ldp: <http://www.w3.org/ns/ldp#> 
SELECT ?artefact WHERE { 
  ?asset a rage:Asset. 
  ?asset rage:name "TextToSpeechAsset". 
  ?asset ldp:contains ?artefacts. 
  ?artefacts a rage:Artefacts. 
  ?artefacts ldp:contains ?artefact 
} 
Response: 
{ 
  
  "head" : { 
    "vars" : [ 
      "artefact" 
    ] 
  }, 
  "results" : { 
    "bindings" : [ 
      { 
        "artefact" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0001" 
        } 
      }, 
      { 
        "artefact" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0002" 
        } 
      }, 
      { 
        "artefact" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0003" 
        } 
      }, 
      { 
        "artefact" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0004" 
        } 
      }, 
      { 
        "artefact" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0009" 
        } 
      }, 
      { 
        "artefact" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0101" 
        } 
      } 
    ] 
  } 
} 
Example (2): Retrieve top concepts from Bloom’s taxonomy (APPENDIX III) in JSON-LD [13] 
format. The taxonomy is represented with SKOS, serialized in RDF. 
Request: 
curl -v -G -H "Accept: application/sparql-results+json" "http://localhost:8080/openrdf-
sesame/repositories/asset" --data-urlencode query@bloom.rdf 
 
Request Body: 
 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> 
SELECT  ?topConcept ?label 
FROM <http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#>  
WHERE {  
  ?s rdf:type skos:ConceptScheme . 
  ?s skos:hasTopConcept ?topConcept . 
  ?topConcept skos:prefLabel ?label . 
} 
Response: 
{ 
  "head" : { 
    "vars" : [ 
  
      "topConcept", 
      "label" 
    ] 
  }, 
  "results" : { 
    "bindings" : [ 
      { 
        "topConcept" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#C0100" 
        }, 
        "label" : { 
          "xml:lang" : "en", 
          "type" : "literal", 
          "value" : "Cognitive domain" 
        } 
      }, 
      { 
        "topConcept" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#C0200" 
        }, 
        "label" : { 
          "xml:lang" : "en", 
          "type" : "literal", 
          "value" : "Affective domain" 
        } 
      }, 
      { 
        "topConcept" : { 
          "type" : "uri", 
          "value" : "http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#C0300" 
        }, 
        "label" : { 
          "xml:lang" : "en", 
          "type" : "literal", 
          "value" : "Psychomotor domain" 
        } 
      } 
    ] 
  } 
} 
 
9.5.3 Solr Services 
In order to configure and run a Fedora 4 instance whose updates are automatically indexed in a 
Solr repository the following steps must be performed: 
1. Install and configure standalone Solr search application 
2. Install and configure fcrepo-message-consumer 
3. Mark a resource as Indexable and assign an appropriate indexing transformation 
3.1. Create new objects with indexing properties 
For RAGE assets an indexing transformation called “asset” has been defined. It transforms the 
most important asset metadata fields (such as dcterms:title, dcterms:description, etc.) into Solr 
readable format. 
In this way updates on Fedora 4 objects (for example RAGE assets) are automatically indexed 
by Solr and full text queries can be executed in Solr. 
9.5.3.1 Example 
Query Solr for resources that contain “text” and “speech” in their metadata and return response 
in JSON format. 
Request: 
curl http://localhost:8080/solr/query?q=text+speech 
 
Response: 
{ 
  "responseHeader":{ 
  
    "status":0, 
    "QTime":0, 
    "params":{ 
      "q":"text speech"}}, 
  "response":{"numFound":1,"start":0,"docs":[ 
      { 
        "id":"http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001", 
        "title":["Text to Speech Asset"], 
        "_version_":1518180772228366336}] 
  }} 
 
9.5.4 Asset Services 
The Asset Repository services define an open interface for creating, modifying, deleting, and 
searching RAGE assets realised on top of REST APIs, JSON, RDF and other widespread de-
facto standards.  
Based on the functionality exposed by the services, they can be grouped as: 
 Asset Access Services defining an open interface for accessing assets within the RAGE 
Asset Repository (RAR). The access operations include retrieving asset packages and 
metadata, search & browse for assets using keywords and metadata fields.  The search 
interface provides both full-text search and semantic search. Full-text search enables 
performing of natural language queries using keywords and phrases occurring in any of 
indexed asset’s metadata elements. The semantic search is using SPARQL for querying 
on asset metadata and SKOS taxonomies data represented as RDF triples. 
 Asset Management Services defining an open interface for administering assets, 
including creating, modifying, and deleting. These services interact with the underling 
services (Fedora, Sesame, and Solr services) providing an abstract level of the 
operations and thus hiding the complexity about the internal formats, protocols and 
procedures for storing an asset in the Asset Repository. 
 Taxonomy Services defining an open interface for managing classification taxonomies 
and controlled vocabularies used in Asset Metadata Model to classify and describe an 
asset in educational and gaming contexts. For representation and storing Asset 
Repository adopts Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) [15] standard. 
 Authentication and Authorization Services 
 
The following sections describe each group of services in terms of HTTP methods, URLs syntax, 
and message formats. 
9.5.4.1 Asset Access Services 
9.5.4.1.1 List Assets 
This method is used to retrieve a list of assets from the repository. Optional arguments permit 
selective harvesting of assets based on classification, author, and/or datestamp. The result 
contains assets to which the principal issuing the service request has permission for access, as 
defined by the role based authorization module (see section 4.5). Each record from the result 
includes metadata information without the artefacts themselves. 
URL: /assets 
Request  
HTTP method: GET 
HTTP parameters: 
Parameter Comment Type 
theme Specifies a term used to classify the asset. String 
type Specifies the type of the asset. String 
creator Specifies the name of the creator of the 
asset. 
String 
publisher Specifies the name of the publisher of the 
asset. 
String 
  
date Specifies a date for the last update of the 
asset. 
Date 
limit Specifies the number of assets to be 
returned. Default value -1 (unlimited). 
Integer 
offset Specifies the offset the returned assets. 
This parameter together with limit 
parameter can be used for pagination. 
Default value is 0. 
Integer 
Request Headers: 
Accept (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/xml, text/turtle (default) 
Response 
Lists the available assets in the repository. 
Examples 
List all assets in RDF turtle [17] syntax: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle" "http://<server-url>/assets" 
 
List assets published by John Smith in RDF turtle [17] syntax: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle" "http://<server-url>/assets?publisher=John%20Smith" 
 
List text to speech assets in XML format (): 
curl -H "Accept: text/xml" "http://<server-url>/assets?type=text%20to%speech" 
 
List assets classified as “Communication” in JSON-LD format: 
curl -H "Accept: application/ld+json" "http://<server-url>/assets?theme=Communication" 
 
9.5.4.1.2 Search Assets 
This method is used to search and retrieve a list of assets from the repository. The required query 
parameter q specifies a string for full text search on the most important metadata fields. Optional 
parameters permit selective filtering of the assets based on classification, creator, publisher, etc. 
The result contains assets (sorted by relevance) to which principal issuing the service request 
has access permission defined by the role based authorization module (see section 4.5). Each 
record from the result includes metadata information without the artefacts themselves. 
URL: /search 
Request  
HTTP method: GET 
HTTP parameters: 
Parameter Comment Type 
q Specifies a string for full text search. String 
theme Specifies a term used to classify the asset. String 
type Specifies the type of the asset. String 
creator Specifies the name of the creator of the 
asset. 
String 
publisher Specifies the name of the publisher of the 
asset. 
String 
date Specifies a date for the last update of the 
asset. 
Date 
limit Specifies the number of assets to be 
returned. Default value -1 (unlimited). 
Integer 
offset Specifies the offset the returned assets. 
This parameter together with limit 
parameter can be used for pagination. 
Default value is 0. 
Integer 
Request Headers: 
Accept (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/xml, text/turtle (default) 
Response 
List of the available assets in the repository that satisfy the query. The assets are sorted by 
relevance. 
  
Examples 
Full text search for “text to speech”: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle" "http://<server-url>/search?q=text+to+speech" 
 
Full text search for “text to speech” assets published by John Smith: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle"  
"http://<server-url>/search?q=text+to+speech&publisher=\"John%20Smith\"" 
 
Full text search for “text to speech” and limit the result to 10 assets: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle" "http://<server-url>/search?q=text+to+speech&limit=10" 
 
1.2.1.1. Get Asset 
This method is used to retrieve an individual asset from the repository.   
9.5.4.1.3 Get Asset Metadata 
This method can be used to obtain metadata information about the asset implied by the request 
without transferring the artefacts itself. The format of the response can be in RDF, XML, or JSON 
format. 
URL: /assets/{asset-id}/metadata 
Request  
HTTP method: GET 
Path Variables: 
{asset-id}– The asset Id. 
Request Headers: 
Accept (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/xml, text/turtle.  
Response 
The metadata of the asset in the specified format. 
Examples 
Request: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle" "http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001/metadata" 
 
Response: 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001> indexing:hasIndexingTransformation 
"asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
 
  rage:name "TextToSpeechAsset"; 
  rdf:type rage:Asset; 
  dcterms:title "Text to Speech Asset"@en; 
  dcterms:title "Текст към говор асет"@bg; 
  dcterms:description "An asset generating speech output from plain text"@en; 
   
… 
 
Request: 
curl -H "Accept: text/xml" "http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001/metadata" 
 
Response: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<rage:Asset xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
    xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" 
    xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 
    xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#" 
    xmlns:sch="http://purl.oclc.org/dsdl/schematron" 
  
    xmlns:rage="http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/" 
    xmlns:adms="http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#" 
    xmlns:dcat="http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#" 
    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
    xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
    xsi:schemaLocation=http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/ file:DefaultProfile.xsd 
    name="TextToSpeechAsset"> 
    <dcterms:title xml:lang="en">Text to Speech Asset</dcterms:title> 
    <dcterms:title xml:lang="bg">Текст към говор асет</dcterms:title> 
    <dcterms:description xml:lang="en">An asset generating speech output from plain 
text</dcterms:description> 
… 
</rage:Asset> 
 
 
9.5.4.1.4 Get Asset Element Metadata 
This method can be used to obtain metadata information about an asset element (for example 
artefact). The format of the response can be in RDF, XML or JSON format. 
URL: /assets/{path-to-asset-element} 
Request  
HTTP method: GET 
Path Variables: 
{path-to-asset-element}– The path to asset element. 
Request Headers: 
Accept (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/xml, text/turtle.  
Response 
The metadata of the asset element in the specified format. 
Examples 
Request: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle"  
"http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0002 
 
Response: 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0002> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Artefact; 
  rage:name "textAnalisys.cs"; 
  rage:reference "source/textAnalisys.cs"; 
  dcterms:title "textAnalisys.cs"@en; 
  dcterms:format "text/plain"; 
… 
 
 
9.5.4.1.5 Get Asset Package 
This method can be used to obtain asset as a package – a zip archive including artefacts and 
metadata information. The metadata is an XML file named Manifest.xml that conforms to RAGE 
metadata model [7] and can be validated using the schema DefaultProfile.xsd. 
URL: /assets/{asset-id} 
Request  
HTTP method: GET 
Path Variables: 
{asset-id}– The asset Id. 
Response 
The asset package as a zip file. 
  
Example 
Request: 
curl "http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001" 
 
Response: 
A .zip file (text2speech.zip) that contains for example the following files: 
source/text2speech.cs 
source/textAnalisys.cs 
source/speechGeneration.cs 
docs/documentation.pdf 
manifest.xml 
 
9.5.4.1.6 OAI-PMH 
The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting [11] (OAI-PMH) provides an 
application-independent interoperability framework based on metadata harvesting.  
This service exposes assets metadata as OAI-PMH Data Provider [11] to harvesters (Service 
Provider) such as RAGE Ecosystem Portal (EP).  Only assets which have passed the quality 
assurance procedure are exposed as metadata records for harvesting. Data Provider has fully 
support for RAGE XML schema as oai_rage and Dublin Core [16] as oai_dc metadata prefixes. 
The oai_dc record consists of subset elements from RAGE XML schema mapped to DC elements 
where appropriate. 
URL: /oai 
Request  
HTTP method: GET 
HTTP parameters: 
According to the OAI-PMH specification [11]. 
Response 
XML according to the OAI-PMH specification [11]. 
Examples 
Identify - retrieve information about the repository: 
curl "http://<server-url>/oai?verb=Identify" 
 
ListMetadataFormats - this verb is used to retrieve the metadata formats available from the 
repository.: 
curl "http://<server-url>/oai?verb=ListMetadataFormats" 
 
ListRecords - this verb is used to harvest records from the repository: 
curl "http://<server-url>/oai?verb=ListRecords&from=2015-01-15&&metadataPrefix=oai_dc" 
 
GetRecord -This verb is used to retrieve an individual metadata record from a repository: 
curl "http://<server-url>/oai?verb=GetRecord& 
identifier=assets/asset-0001&metadataPrefix=oai_rage" 
 
9.5.4.2 Asset Management Services 
9.5.4.2.1 Create Asset 
Creating an asset can be based on scenarios described below. 
9.5.4.2.1.1  Upload an asset package 
This scenario includes usage of an authoring tool which implements the RAGE Software Asset 
Meta-model specification. The tool provides asset developer with a User Interface (UI) for 
annotating the asset by using controlled vocabularies available from the repository and fill in the 
metadata fields. The publishing workflow for this scenario requires in pre-conditions phase to 
have an asset package and by this means the tool should provide functionality for exporting the 
asset (including metadata and artefact files) as a zip archive file which conforms to the 
specification requirements. 
  
URL: /assets 
Request  
HTTP method: POST 
Request Headers: 
Content-Type application/zip 
Request Body: 
The zip asset package. 
Response 
The URI of the created asset. 
Example 
Request: 
curl -i -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/zip" --data-binary "@sampleasset.zip" 
"http://<server-url>/assets" 
 
 
Response: 
Status: 201 Created 
 
Headers: 
… 
 
Body: 
http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0005 
 
9.5.4.2.1.2 Re-use existing asset 
This scenario can be used:  
 to create a new version of an asset 
 to create a new asset based on an existing one  
9.5.4.2.1.3 Create a new version 
URL: /assets/{asset-id} 
Request  
HTTP method: POST 
Path Variables: 
{asset-id}– The asset Id. 
HTTP parameters: 
Parameter Comment Type 
version Specifies the new version of the asset String 
 
Response 
The URI of the new version of the asset. 
Example 
Request: 
curl -i -X POST "http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001?version=2.5" 
 
 
Response: 
Status: 201 Created 
 
Headers: 
… 
 
Body: 
http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0005 
 
9.5.4.2.1.4 Clone asset 
URL: /assets 
  
Request  
HTTP method: POST 
HTTP parameters: 
Parameter Comment Type 
source Specifies path to existing asset String 
 
Response 
The URI of the clone version of the asset. The name of the new assets is in the form: 
Clone of <original asset name> 
Example 
Request: 
curl -i -X POST "http://<server-url>/assets?source=/assets/asset-0001" 
 
 
Response: 
Status: 201 Created 
 
Headers: 
… 
 
Body: 
http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0006 
 
9.5.4.2.2 Modify Asset 
9.5.4.2.2.1 Modify Asset Metadata 
URL: /assets/{asset-id} 
Request  
HTTP method: PUT 
Path Variables: 
{asset-id}– The asset Id. 
Request Headers: 
Content-Type (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/turtle 
Request Body: 
The asset metadata in the corresponding format.  
Note: The entire content of the metadata will be replaced. 
Response 
None. 
Example 
Request: 
curl -i -X PUT -H "Content-Type: text/turtle" --data-binary "@body.rdf"  
"http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001" 
Request Body: 
 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001> indexing:hasIndexingTransformation 
"asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
 
  rage:name "TextToSpeechAsset"; 
  rdf:type rage:Asset; 
  dcterms:title "A new Text to Speech Asset"@en; 
  dcterms:title "Нов текст към говор асет"@bg; 
  dcterms:description "A new asset generating speech output from plain text"@en; 
 
… 
 
  
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
9.5.4.2.2.2 Modify Asset Element Metadata 
This method can be used to obtain metadata information about an asset element (for example 
artefact). The format of the response can be in RDF, XML or JSON format. 
URL: /assets/{path-to-asset-element} 
Request  
HTTP method: PUT 
Path Variables: 
{path-to-asset-element}– The path to asset element. 
Request Headers: 
Content-Type (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/turtle 
Request Body: 
The asset element metadata in the corresponding format.  
Response 
None. 
Examples 
Request: 
curl -i -X PUT -H "Content-Type: text/turtle" --data-binary "@body.rdf"  
"http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0002 
Request Body: 
 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0002> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Artefact; 
  rage:name "textAnalisys.cs"; 
  rage:reference "source/textAnalisys.cs"; 
  dcterms:title "textAnalisys.cs"@en; 
  dcterms:format "text/plain"; 
… 
 
 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
 
9.5.4.2.3 Delete Asset 
This method provides functionality to delete an existing asset from the repository. The asset 
developer must have read/write privileges over the asset and the asset should not be in state for 
quality review or published (available to public communities). 
URL: /assets/{asset-id} 
Request  
HTTP method: DELETE 
Path Variables: 
{asset-id}– The asset Id. 
Response 
None. 
Example 
Request: 
curl -i -X DELETE "http://<server-url>/assets/asset-0001" 
 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
  
 
9.5.4.2.4 Share Asset 
This method allows asset developer(s) to grant read, write and admin permissions to other asset 
developers or make it public available to everyone for read access.  
URL: /share/{asset-id} 
Request  
HTTP method: POST 
Path Variables: 
{asset-id}– The asset Id. 
HTTP parameters: 
Parameter Comment Type 
username Specifies the user to whom to grant 
access. Use user principal everyone to 
grant access to everybody. 
String 
role Specifies the access permission to the 
asset: 
 none – no access 
 reader – the user can only read 
metadata and download the 
asset. 
 writer - the user can read, modify 
and delete the asset. 
 admin - the user can read, 
modify and delete the asset and 
can give access to other users. 
String 
 
Response 
None. 
Example 
Share the asset with everyone: 
curl -X POST "http://<server-url>/share/asset-0001?username=everyone&role=reader" 
 
 
Share the asset with John Smith and give him read/write permission: 
curl -X POST "http://<server-url>/share/asset-0001?username=john.smith&role=writer" 
 
 
9.5.4.3 Taxonomy Services 
The Taxonomy Services API is generally a RESTful API. HTTP methods like GET, PUT, POST 
and DELETE are implemented on most resource paths. The API also relies heavily on content 
negotiation to deliver context-appropriate responses. 
The Taxonomy Services responses may be serialized as: 
 application/ld+json 
 application/rdf+xml 
 text/plain 
 text/turtle [17] (or application/x-turtle) 
9.5.4.3.1 List taxonomies 
Returns a list of taxonomies that are available on the server and that are accessible for the user. 
URL: /taxonomies 
Request  
HTTP method: GET 
Request Headers: 
  
Accept application/json, text/plain, text/xml 
Response 
An array of taxonomy URIs 
Example 
Request: 
curl -H "Accept: application/json" "http://<server-url>/taxonomies" 
 
Response: 
Status: 200 OK 
  
Headers: 
  
Body: 
 
[ 
 { 
  id: "Bloom", 
  title: "Bloom Taxonomy", 
  uri: "http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom", 
 } 
] 
 
9.5.4.3.2 Get taxonomy 
Returns the content of a SKOS taxonomy. 
URL: /taxonomy/{taxonomy} 
Request  
Path Variables: 
{taxonomy} – Taxonomy Id. 
HTTP method: GET 
Request Headers: 
Accept (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/plain, text/turtle (default) 
Response 
The content of the specified taxonomy. 
Example 
Request: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle" "http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom" 
 
Response: 
Status: 200 OK 
 
Headers: 
… 
Content-Type: text/turtle 
 
Body: 
 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
@prefix dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> . 
@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> . 
@prefix bloom: <http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#> . 
 
bloom:CS000 a skos:ConceptScheme; 
skos:prefLabel "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
dcterms:title "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0100; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0200; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0300. 
 
… 
 
  
9.5.4.3.3 Create taxonomy 
Create a SKOS taxonomy. 
URL: /taxonomy/{taxonomy} 
Request  
Path Variables: 
{taxonomy} – Taxonomy Id. 
HTTP method: POST 
Request Headers: 
Content-Type (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/turtle 
Request Body: 
The RDF content of the taxonomy. 
Response 
The URI of the created taxonomy. 
Example 
Request: 
curl -i -X POST -H "Content-Type: text/turtle" --data-binary "@body.rdf" "http://<server-
url>/taxonomy/Bloom" 
 
Request Body: 
 
 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
@prefix dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> . 
@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> . 
@prefix bloom: <http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#> . 
 
bloom:CS000 a skos:ConceptScheme; 
skos:prefLabel "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
dcterms:title "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0100; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0200; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0300. 
 
… 
 
 
Response: 
Status: 201 Created 
 
Headers: 
… 
 
Body: 
http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom 
 
9.5.4.3.4 Update taxonomy 
Update an existing SKOS taxonomy. 
URL: /taxonomy/{taxonomy} 
Request  
Path Variables: 
{taxonomy} – Taxonomy Id. 
HTTP method: PUT 
Request Headers: 
Content-Type (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/turtle 
Request Body: 
The RDF content to update the taxonomy.  
Note: The entire content of the taxonomy will be replaced. 
Response 
None. 
Example 
  
Request: 
curl -i -X PUT -H "Content-Type: text/turtle" --data-binary "@body.rdf" "http://<server-
url>/taxonomy/Bloom" 
 
Request Body: 
 
 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
@prefix dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> . 
@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> . 
@prefix bloom: <http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#> . 
 
bloom:CS000 a skos:ConceptScheme; 
skos:prefLabel "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
dcterms:title "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0100; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0200; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0300. 
 
… 
 
 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
 
9.5.4.3.5 Delete taxonomy 
Delete an existing SKOS taxonomy. 
URL: /taxonomy/{taxonomy} 
Request  
Path Variables: 
{taxonomy} – Taxonomy Id. 
HTTP method: DELETE 
Request Headers: 
Request Body: 
Response 
None. 
Example 
Request: 
curl -i -X DELETE  "http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom" 
 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
 
9.5.4.3.6 Modify taxonomy 
Modify RDF triples of an existing SKOS taxonomy using SPARQL Update. 
URL: /taxonomy/{taxonomy} 
Request  
Path Variables: 
{taxonomy} – Taxonomy Id. 
HTTP method: PATCH 
Request Headers: 
Content-Type application/sparql-update  
Request Body: 
SPARQL Update statements to modify the taxonomy.  
Response 
None. 
Example 
Request: 
  
curl -X PATCH -H "Content-Type: application/sparql-update" --data-binary "@body.rdf" 
"http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom" 
 
Request Body: 
 
@prefix dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
@prefix bloom: <http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#> 
 
INSERT {    
  bloom:CS000 dcterms:title "Bloom Taxonomy" . 
} 
WHERE { } 
… 
 
 
Response: 
Status: 204 No Content 
 
9.5.4.3.7 Get top concepts 
Returns the top concepts of a SKOS taxonomy. 
URL: /taxonomy/{taxonomy}/topConcepts 
Request  
Path Variables: 
{taxonomy} – Taxonomy Id. 
HTTP method: GET 
HTTP Parameters: 
Parameter Comment Type Default Value 
follow Possible values – narrower 
or none. If narrower is 
specified the result will also 
include narrower concepts. 
String none 
depth Specifies the depth to follow 
narrower concepts (-1 
means no limit). 
Integer 0 
language Only concepts with labels in 
this language will be 
displayed. If no language is 
given English will be used. 
String en 
Request Headers: 
Accept (optional) application/ld+json, application/rdf+xml, text/plain, text/turtle (default) 
Response 
Lists the top concepts of the taxonomy and optionally the narrower concepts. 
Examples 
List Top Concepts: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle" "http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom/topConcepts" 
 
List Top Concepts in a hierarchy with a maximal depth of 25: 
curl -H "Accept: text/turtle"  
"http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom/topConcepts?follow=narrower&depth=25" 
 
List Top Concepts in a hierarchy with a maximal depth of 5 with labels in French: 
curl -H "Accept: application/ld+json"  
"http://<server-url>/taxonomy/Bloom/topConcepts?follow=narrower&depth=5&language=fr" 
 
9.5.5 Authentication and Authorization Services 
User Authentication and Authorization is based on the  Fedora 4 Authentication and Authorization 
framework [2] which is designed to be flexible and extensible and to allow any organization to 
configure access to suit its needs. 
  
9.5.5.1 Authentication 
Fedora 4 [2] uses servlet container authentication (Realms) to provide minimal protection for the 
repository, including the set up of "superuser" accounts. User credentials are configured in the 
web application container, usually in a properties file or XML file.  
Fedora Principal Providers allow a Fedora repository to pull in user security and role designations 
from other sources (e.g. LDAP) [2]. Providers are consulted after the initial container 
authentication but before finer-grained authentication (such as role resolution) is applied. 
The repository configuration file (repository.json) contains the class name of an authentication 
provider (under "providers") as well as the roles to be used when starting the provider module. 
The current configuration of Fedora and RAGE Services uses OpenId Authentication provider. 
The provider is configured and tested with the RAGE Ecosystem Portal that uses OpenId. 
9.5.5.2 Authorization 
Authorization uses the Basic Role-based Authorization Delegate in Fedora [2]. Authenticated 
users are mapped onto one or more preconfigured roles; a user's role determines what they have 
permission to do. 
This authorization delegate makes decisions based on the four basic roles of "metadata reader", 
"reader", "writer", and "admin". These roles are assigned to principals on Fedora resources.  
9.5.5.2.1 Roles 
 metadata reader - can retrieve information about assets, but cannot retrieve content 
 reader - can retrieve information about assets, including content 
 writer - all permissions of reader; can create, modify and delete assets 
 admin - all permissions of writer; can modify the roles assigned to an asset 
9.5.5.2.2 Policy 
The permissions granted to these roles are fixed. 
9.5.5.2.3 Role/Permission Matrix 
  metadata reader reader writer admin 
read properties X X X X 
read content   X X X 
write     X X 
write roles       X 
Note: The role metadata reader has not yet been implemented. 
Asset developers can create assets and they are assigned "admin" role to their own assets. Using 
the Share asset service (see Section 4.4.2.4) the owner of an asset can give roles to other 
users/asset developers. 
Anonymous users are assigned principal “EVERYONE” and they can access only assets that 
have permission 
  
10 ANNEX IV: A Sample Asset in RDF  
The following example is in RDF turtle syntax [17] 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
PREFIX rage: <http://rageproject.eu/2015/asset/> 
PREFIX adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#> 
PREFIX dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> 
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
 
# rage:Asset 
# ======================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001> indexing:hasIndexingTransformation 
"asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
 
  rage:name "TextToSpeechAsset"; 
  rdf:type rage:Asset; 
  dcterms:title "Text to Speech Asset"@en; 
  dcterms:title "Текст към говор асет"@bg; 
  dcterms:description "An asset generating speech output from plain text"@en; 
  dcterms:description "Асет, който генерира говор от текст"@bg; 
   
  dcterms:type <http://rageproject.eu/skos/asset_type#text_to_spech_asset>; 
  dcterms:date "2014-05-28"; 
  dcterms:language "en"; 
  dcterms:language "bg"; 
  dcat:keyword "text to speech"@en; 
  dcat:keyword "speech generation"@en; 
  rage:versionInfo "2.3"; 
  adms:versionNotes "This version 2.3 fixes some security issues."@en; 
  adms:status <http://purl.org/adms/status/Completed>; 
   
  dcterms:creator <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-
0001>; 
  dcterms:creator <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001>; 
  dcterms:publisher <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001>; 
  rage:owner <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-0001>; 
 
   
  rage:hasClassification <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/classification>; 
  rage:hasSolution <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/solution>; 
  rage:hasUsage <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/usage>; 
 
  rage:hasRelatedAsset <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/related-
asset-0001>; 
  rage:hasRelatedAsset <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/related-
asset-0002>. 
   
 
# foaf:Person 
# ================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type foaf:Person; 
  foaf:name "John Smith"; 
  foaf:mbox <mailto:john.smith@gameasset.com>; 
  foaf:homepage <http://www.gameasset.com/~smith>. 
   
# foaf:Organization 
# ============================= 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/organization-0001> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type foaf:Organizaton; 
  foaf:name "Game Asset Company Ltd."; 
  foaf:mbox <mailto:info@gameasset.com>; 
  foaf:homepage <http://www.gameasset.com>. 
 
 
# rage:RelatedAsset 
  
# ===================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/related-asset-0001> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:RelatedAsset; 
  rage:name "TextToSpeechAsset"; 
  rage:minVersion "2.2"; 
  rage:maxVersion "2.2"; 
  dcterms:description "Previous version"@en; 
  rage:relationType "prevVersion". 
 
 
# rage:RelatedAsset 
# ===================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/related-asset-0002> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:RelatedAsset; 
  rage:name "anotherAsset"; 
  rage:minVersion "1.2"; 
  rage:maxVersion "1.8"; 
  dcterms:description "Another Asset version 1.2-1.8 is required."@en; 
  rage:relationType "requires". 
   
# rage:Classification 
# ======================================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/classification> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Classification; 
  dcterms:description "Classification of the asset"@en; 
  rage:hasContext <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/classification/context-0001>. 
 
# rage:Context 
# =========================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/classification/context-0001> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Context; 
  rage:name "Skills"; 
  dcterms:title "Умения"@bg; 
  dcterms:title "Skills"@en; 
  dcterms:description "Classification of the asset according the skills acquired by the 
user"@en; 
  dcterms:description "Класификация на асета относно придобитите умения от 
потребителя."@bg; 
  dcat:themeTaxonomy <http://rageproject.eu/skos/skills>; 
  dcat:theme <http://rageproject.eu/skos/skills/Communication>. 
   
# rage:Solution 
# =========================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/solution> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Solution; 
  dcterms:description "Solution"@en; 
  rage:hasImplementation <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/solution/implementation> . 
   
# rage:Implementation 
# =========================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/solution/implementation> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Implementation; 
  dcterms:description "Implementation"@en; 
  rage:gameEngine <http://rageproject.eu/skos/gameEngine#Unity>; 
  rage:gamePlatform <http://rageproject.eu/skos/gamePlatform#Web>; 
  rage:progLanguage <http://rageproject.eu/skos/progLanguage#CSharp>; 
  rage:hasArtefact <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0001>; 
  rage:hasArtefact <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0002>; 
  
  rage:hasArtefact <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0003>. 
 
   
# rage:Artefact 
# =========================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0002> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Artefact; 
  rage:name "textAnalisys.cs"; 
  rage:reference "source/textAnalisys.cs"; 
  dcterms:title "textAnalisys.cs"@en; 
  dcterms:format "text/plain"; 
  rage:hasFile <rage:hasFile 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/files/14/84/22/17/14842217-693e-4895-ba7f-
800969096624>. 
   
# rage:Artefact 
# =========================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0003> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Artefact; 
  rage:name "speechGeneration.cs"; 
  rage:reference "source/speechGeneration.cs"; 
  dcterms:title "speechGeneration.cs"@en; 
  dcterms:format "text/plain"; 
  rage:hasFile <rage:hasFile 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/files/bd/98/d5/1f/bd98d51f-cae5-4c37-a935-
53e40879a73a>. 
   
# rage:Usage 
# ======================================================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/usage> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Usage; 
  dcterms:description "Usage of the asset"@en; 
  rage:hasArtefact <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-
0001/artefacts/artefact-0004>. 
 
# rage:Artefact 
# =========================== 
<http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/artefacts/artefact-0004> 
indexing:hasIndexingTransformation "asset";  
  rdf:type indexing:Indexable;  
  rdf:type rage:Artefact; 
  rage:name "docs/documentation.pdf"; 
  rage:reference "documentation.pdf"; 
  dcterms:title "documentation.pdf"@en; 
  dcterms:description "Documentation of the asset"@en; 
  dcterms:type <http://rageproject.eu/skos/artefactType#Documentation>; 
  dcterms:date "2014-05-10"; 
  dcterms:creator <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/assets/asset-0001/person-0001>; 
  rage:versionInfo "2.3"; 
  dcterms:format "application/pdf"; 
  rage:hasFile <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/files/8e/c3/f4/4e/8ec3f44e-56b3-4df7-
9840-41bc8c677ea5>. 
   
  
11 ANNEX V: Bloom’s taxonomy represented in SKOS format 
This is a simplified version of Bloom’s taxonomy [14] 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
@prefix dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> . 
@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> . 
@prefix bloom: <http://rageproject.eu/taxonomy/bloom#> . 
 
bloom:CS000 a skos:ConceptScheme; 
skos:prefLabel "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
dcterms:title "Bloom Taxonomy (original)"@en; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0100; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0200; 
skos:hasTopConcept bloom:C0300. 
 
bloom:C0100 a skos:Concept; 
   skos:prefLabel "Cognitive domain"@en; 
   skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
   skos:narrower bloom:C0101, bloom:C0102, bloom:C0103, bloom:C0104, bloom:C0105, 
bloom:C0106. 
 
bloom:C0200 a skos:Concept; 
   skos:prefLabel "Affective domain"@en; 
   skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
   skos:narrower bloom:C0201, bloom:C0202, bloom:C0203, bloom:C0204, bloom:C0205. 
 
bloom:C0300 a skos:Concept; 
   skos:prefLabel "Psychomotor domain"@en; 
   skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
   skos:narrower bloom:C0301, bloom:C0302, bloom:C0303, bloom:C0304, bloom:C0305, 
bloom:C0306, bloom:C0307. 
 
    
bloom:C0101 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Knowledge"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0100. 
 
bloom:C0102 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Comprehension"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0100. 
 
bloom:C0103 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Application"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0100. 
 
bloom:C0104 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Analysis"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0100. 
 
bloom:C0105 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Synthesis"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0100. 
 
bloom:C0106 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Evaluation"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0100. 
 
bloom:C0201 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Receiving"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0200. 
 
bloom:C0202 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Responding"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
  
skos:broader bloom:C0200. 
 
bloom:C0203 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Valuing"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0200. 
 
bloom:C0204 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Organizing"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0200. 
 
bloom:C0205 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Characterizing"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0200. 
 
bloom:C0301 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Perception"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0300. 
 
bloom:C0302 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Set"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0300. 
 
bloom:C0303 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Guided response"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0300. 
 
bloom:C0304 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Mechanism"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0300. 
 
bloom:C0305 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Complex overt response"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0300. 
 
bloom:C0306 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Adaptation"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0300. 
 
bloom:C0307 a skos:Concept; 
skos:prefLabel "Origination"@en; 
skos:inScheme bloom:CS000; 
skos:broader bloom:C0300. 
  
  
12 ANNEX VI: Reader Bench API documentation 
12.1 Description 
This section describes the usage of the API for article processing. The API’s purpose is to provide 
an interface for document processing and retrieve the following information: 
 Topics of the document (and the links between them) 
 Relevance score between keywords and document, abstract and document, keywords 
and abstract 
 Keywords occurrences and their relevance 
 Categories relevance 
Comprehensive details will be provided in D6.3 Semantic Content Annotation Support, as well 
as fine-tuning of the underlying processes. Elements that will be presented in detail cover: 
a) a brief description of the semantic models (semantic distances in WordNet, Latent 
Semantic Analysis, Latent Dirichlet Allocation) required to measure textual cohesion; 
b) used corpora, specific traits, including limitations; 
c) building the cohesion graph as the underlying discourse structure; 
d) the scoring mechanism that is used to grade topics in terms of relevance; 
e) concept map generation; 
f) specific keywords and abstract analyses in terms of concept coverage and relevance; 
g) the automated categorization process based on the RAGE taxonomy. 
Reader bench supports Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [41-45], which is a natural language 
processing technique based on a vector-space representation of semantics that highlights the co-
occurrence relations between terms and containing documents. 
 
12.2 Format of the request 
The request should be a POST request to the following endpoint of the server: semanticProcess. 
At this time the service is limited to PDF files. New media-types will be considered as the use-
cases evolve. 
Example: if the server runs at http://readerbench.com:8080, the POST request will be sent at 
http://readerbench.com:8080/semanticProcess 
The request will contain the following parameters: 
Field Mandatory Type Description Comments 
uri Yes String URL of the PDF file to be 
processed 
Full URL to PDF file 
on server 
abstract No String Abstract (description) of the 
document 
 
keywords No String List of keywords of the 
document 
 
lang Yes String Language of the document  
lsa Yes String LSA corpus to be used Relative path to 
corpus on server 
lda Yes String LDA corpus to be used Relative path to 
corpus on server 
postagging Yes bool Defines whether to use part-of-
speech tagging or not 
 
threshold Yes double Threshold for topic relevance  
 
12.3 API call example 
Parameter Value 
uri https://linkededucation.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/lak-dataset-taibi.pdf 
abstract This paper describes the Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK) Dataset, 
an unprecedented collection of structured data created from a set of key 
research publications in the emerging field of learning analytics. The 
unstructured publications have been processed and exposed in a variety of 
formats, most notably according to Linked Data principles, in order to 
  
Parameter Value 
provide simplified access for researchers and practitioners. The aim of this 
dataset is to provide the opportunity to conduct investigations, for instance, 
about the evolution of the research field over time, correlations with other 
disciplines or to provide compelling applications which take advantage of the 
dataset in an innovative manner. In this paper, we describe the dataset, the 
design choices and rationale and provide an outlook on future investigations. 
keywords educational data mining, learning analytics, dataset 
lang eng 
lsa tasa_lak_en 
lda tasa_lak_en 
postagging false 
threshold 0.3 
 
12.4 API response JSON format 
A response looks similar to the following partial JSON: 
{ 
 “success”:true, 
 “errorMsg”:””, 
 “data”:{ 
  “concepts”:{ 
   “nodes”:[ 
    { 
    “id”:0, 
    “name”:”research”, 
    “value”:4.274, 
    “group”:1 
    }, 
    { 
    “id”:1, 
    “name”:”use”, 
    “value”:4.106, 
    “group”:1 
    } 
    // ... 
   ], 
   “links”:[ 
    { 
    “source”:4, 
    “target”:11, 
    “score”:5.548 
    }, 
    { 
    “source”:4, 
    “target”:23, 
    “score”:6.202 
    }, 
    // ... 
   ] 
  }, 
  “abstractDocumentSimilarity”:0.665, 
  “keywordsAbstractCoverage”:0.483, 
  “keywordsDocumentCoverage”:0.579, 
  “keywords”:[ 
   { 
   “name”:”datum”, 
  
   “noOccurences”:28, 
   “relevance”:0.394 
   }, 
   {  
   “name”:”learn”, 
   “noOccurences”:20, 
   “relevance”:0.389 
   }, 
   // ... 
  ], 
  “categories”:[ 
   { 
   “name”:” Information systems”, 
   “relevance”:”0.476” 
   }, 
   { 
   “name”:” Applied computing”, 
   “relevance”:”0.46” 
   }, 
   // ... 
  ] 
 } 
} 
 
The following table describes each field of the response. 
Field Type Description Comments 
success bool Shows whether the 
request was successful or 
not 
 
errorMsg String Contains the error 
message in case of error (if 
success is false) 
 
data JSON Contains the returned data  
concepts JSON Contains concepts (topics) 
and links between them of 
the processed document 
 
concepts.nodes JSON Contains concepts (topics) 
of the processed 
document 
 
concepts.nodes.id int Topic ID, automatically 
generated  
 
concepts.nodes.name String Topic name  
concepts.nodes.value double Topic relevance  
concepts.nodes.group int Topic group For the moment 
there is only 
one group 
concepts.links JSON Contains links between 
concepts of the processed 
document 
 
concepts.links.source int ID of the first topic  
concepts.links.target int ID of the second topic  
concepts.links.score double Link relevance  
  
Field Type Description Comments 
abstractDocumentSimilarity double Semantic similarity 
between abstract 
(description) of the 
document and the whole 
document 
 
keywordsAbstractCoverage double Semantic similarity 
between keywords and 
abstract of the document 
 
keywordsDocumentCoverage double Semantic similarity 
between keywords and the 
whole document 
 
keywords JSON Keywords of the document  
keywords.name String Keyword  
keywords.noOccurences int Number of occurences in 
document 
 
keywords.relevance double Keyword relevance  
categories JSON Categories and their 
relevance 
 
categories.name String Category name  
categories.relevance double Category relevance  
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Abstract—The European (EU)-based industry for non-leisure 
games (so called Applied Games, AGs) is an emerging business. As 
such it is still fragmented and needs to achieve critical mass to 
compete globally. Nevertheless, its growth potential is widely 
recognized and even suggested to exceed the growth potential of 
the leisure games market. The European project Realizing an 
Applied Gaming Ecosystem (RAGE) is aiming at supporting this 
challenge. RAGE will help to seize these opportunities by making 
available an interoperable set of advanced Applied Game (AG) 
technology assets, as well as proven practices of using such AG 
assets in various real-world contexts. RAGE will finally provide a 
centralized access to a wide range of applied gaming software 
modules, relevant information, knowledge and community 
services, and related document, media, and educational resources 
within an online community portal called the RAGE Ecosystem. 
Besides this, an integration between the RAGE Ecosystem and 
relevant social network interaction spaces that arranges and 
facilitates collaboration that underlie research and development 
(R&D), as well as market-oriented innovation and exploitation 
will be created in order to support community building, as well as 
collaborative asset exploitation of  User Generated Contents 
(UGCs) of the RAGE Ecosystem. In this paper, we will outline a 
conceptual approach exploring methods to first of all integrate 
Content Management- and Community Collaboration support 
including advanced portal features based on Digital Library (DL), 
Media Archive (MA), and Learning Management System (LMS) 
infrastructures with Social Network (SN) integration support 
technologies and on capturing support for Semantic Social Media 
(SSM) content. This will allow for a seamless integration of social 
network advantages within community portal operation. On the 
other hand it will support information, UGC, and knowledge 
sharing, as well as persistency of social interaction threads within 
Social Networking Sites (SNSs) that are connected to the RAGE 
Ecosystem. The paper reviews possible alternative architectural 
integration concepts, as well as related authentication, access, and 
information integration challenges. In this way, on the one hand a 
qualitative evaluation regarding an optimal technical integration 
approach is facilitated while on the other hand design approaches 
towards support features of resulting user interfaces are initiated. 
Keywords—Social Media; Applied Gaming; Digital Ecosystem; 
Access and Information Integration; Know-how transfer; Social 
Networking Site;  
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION  
The EU-based industry for AGs is an emerging 
business. As such it is still fragmented and needs to 
achieve critical mass to compete globally. Nevertheless, 
its growth potential is widely recognized and even 
suggested to exceed the growth potential of the leisure 
games market. The RAGE project [6] is aiming at 
supporting this challenge. RAGE will help to seize these 
opportunities by making available an interoperable set of 
advanced technology assets, tuned to applied gaming, as well 
as proven practices of using asset-based applied games in 
various real-world contexts. This will be achieved by 
enabling a centralized access to a wide range of applied 
gaming software modules, information, knowledge and 
community services, as well as related document, media, and 
educational resources within the RAGE Ecosystem. 
Furthermore, the RAGE project aims to boost the 
collaboration of diverse actors in the AG environment. 
Therefore, the main objectives of the RAGE Ecosystem are 
to allow its participants to get hold of advanced, usable 
gaming assets (technology push), to get access to the 
associated business cases (commercial opportunity), to 
create bonds with peers, suppliers, and customers (alliance 
formation), to advocate their expertise and demands 
(publicity), to develop and publish their own assets (trade), 
and to contribute to creating a joint agenda and road-map 
(harmonization and focus). 
This means that seen as a whole, the RAGE project is a 
technology and know-how driven research and innovation 
project. Its main driver is to be able to equip industry players 
(e.g., game developers) with a set of AG technology resources 
(so-called Assets) and strategies (i.e., know-how being 
provided by means of information services and knowledge 
resources) to strengthen their capacities to penetrate a market 
(non-leisure), which is new for most of them, and to 
consolidate a competitive position in it. Figure 1 represents 
the positioning of the project in the spectrum from 'theory to 
application'. 
In consequence, the RAGE Ecosystem and its integration with 
social networks of game-research-, game-developing- , 
gaming-, and AG communities will on the one hand become an 
enabler to harvest community knowledge and on the other hand 
it will support the access of such communities to the RAGE 
Ecosystem as an information and knowledge resource.  
Building on the results of this SNS integration with the 
RAGE Ecosystem including corresponding SNS-enabled 
content and knowledge management, the RAGE Ecosystem 
will in the future also support Social Network Analysis 
 
Figure 1. Technology and Know-How transfer [6] 
(SNA) by means of applying technologies for Natural 
Language Analysis (NLA) for discourse analysis, as well as 
Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Semantic 
Representation and Annotation (SRA) of its results. This will, 
e.g., enable users to utilize the envisioned Ecosystem with 
features of a social mediation engine  going beyond content 
syndication, i.e., it will serve as a social space that mediates 
collaboration partners, while content remains the main 
attractor. Finally, an interactive map of supply- and demand-
side stakeholders and resources will be provided for domain 
and community orientation, as well as visual access support. 
Firstly, section II provides a brief introduction of a set of 
exemplar target communities that are present in SNS. 
Furthermore the section III describes related researches. The 
section IV is about state  of the art in science and 
technology. Section V, more specifically, reviews the 
integration possibilities of social network technologies and 
their interfaces that could possibly support integration with 
the RAGE Ecosystem. Furthermore, it will investigate how 
to support access to resources and assets from such SNSs.  
Additionally, in section VI, it will outline design 
approaches towards supporting users in the target 
communities by services provided by the RAGE 
Ecosystem by means of outlining several use case 
scenarios for using Social Networking Features (SNFs) 
within the RAGE Ecosystem user interfaces. Finally, it will 
present conclusions and future work. 
II. TARGET SNS USER COMMUNITIES AND 
CORRESPONDING EXEMPLAR USER STEREOTYPES   
As outlined above, the EU-based industry for AG is an 
emerging business, which is still fragmented and needs to 
achieve critical mass for global competition. The AG 
industry and developer groups want to keep their 
developments innovative, i.e., attractive and 
technologically in good condition. These groups already have 
a very good understanding of their competitive advantage and 
corresponding assets (e.g., software, documents, and social 
media objects, etc.). However, they also need innovative ideas 
to develop innovative AGs in order to stay competitive. 
Therefore, they look for possibilities to cooperate with AG 
Research and Development (R&D) groups. Besides this, the 
AGs that researchers create within research projects produce a 
lot of AG research assets and prototypes, which need to be 
fully developed and deployed by AG software developers to 
become marketable. Apart from AG developers and 
researchers, there are also AG customers and players who on 
the one hand want to learn about or contract the development 
of AGs and on the other hand can also contribute to the 
development of AG usage scenarios. Many of these 
communities (AG developers, researchers, customers and 
players) are already present in a fragmented way within 
several groups in several SNSs. In [21], there are some 
examples of AG research, as well as industry and developer 
communities in, e.g., LinkedIn and Twitter. The Applied 
Games and Gamification (AGG) LinkedIn group, see [24] 
has over 4,500 members and has been running since 2011. 
The group claims to be one of the largest collective of 
creators, developers, researchers and users of applied games 
and gamification globally. The typical users can be divided 
approximately into those from the industry and those from 
the academia. From professors and recent graduates in 
gaming and related technologies, to CEOs, founders and 
directors of a wide variety of organisation that work or 
research the domain. The majority of discussion posts are 
promotions of products, methodologies for design, reposts of 
other interesting blogs on the topic and individuals' thoughts 
on implications of games and gamification for learning, 
training and behaviour change. The most prolific posters tend 
to be consultants and individuals representing organisation 
that are looking to showcase their abilities to a more business 
oriented community toward winning more business. Many 
posts do not garner comments or discussion as they are often 
pointing to other resources; however posts which pose 
interesting questions do receive attention and lead to 
interesting discussions from the more active members. 
Similarly the Serious Games Group on LinkedIn, see [25], 
has over 5100 members and has been running since 2008. 
The group memberships somewhat overlap with the applied 
games and gamification, however the audience tends to be 
more focused on the learning solutions and learning 
providers, with fewer CEOs and marketing directors, and 
more game designers as compared to the AGG, although the 
mode of use are very similar. 
 
RAGE will help to overcome this fragmentation and aims 
to support the capturing, as well as the representation, 
management, sharing, and exchange of social media 
produced content and knowledge resources through its 
Ecosystem. Therefore, the integration of SNSs hosting such 
target communities with the RAGE-Ecosystem and at the 
same time enabling the connectivity between SNSs and the 
RAGE-Ecosystem will connect research-, gaming industry-, 
intermediary-, education provider-, policy maker- and end-
user communities. Furthermore, it will facilitate the 
centralized access to the valuable assets beyond the SNSs. 
As a whole, take up of RAGE results will generate 
impacts that will be visible through multiple enhancements 
in the performance of European Applied Game industries, 
especially in terms of reducing the current fragmentation, 
improving their innovation capacity and fostering their 
progress towards global technological leadership. By 
offering reusable Applied Games assets, the RAGE 
Ecosystem infrastructure and marketplace will play a key 
role in support of applied research and technology 
development, including demand driven research and 
productification activities, easing technology transfer and 
field validation of novel products and services, on a broad 
collaborative basis. The combined effects will allow end-to-
end Applied Games value chain players to dramatically 
improve their competitive position. 
III. RELATED WORK 
The work presented in this paper is related to a number of 
topics in research. The RAGE Ecosystem will be built upon 
the Educational Portal (EP) technology and application 
solution, which was developed by the software company 
GLOBIT [1] that already was used in APARSEN [2]. 
APARSEN (Alliance Permanent Access to the Records of 
Science in Europe Network) was an EU-funded project within 
the digital preservation area with the goal to create a virtual 
research center in digital preservation in Europe. The so-called 
EP tool-suite offers a wide variety of tools. This includes a 
web based, user-friendly User and Community Management 
(UCM) including an advanced Contact and Role Management 
(CRM) based on MythCRM [20], as well as knowledge 
management support in the form of Taxonomy Management 
(TM) support and semi-automatic taxonomy-based Content 
Classification (CC) support [3][16], as well as a Learning 
Management System (LMS) based on Moodle [4] and an 
advanced Course Authoring Tool (CAT) [23]. In this way, the 
Content & Knowledge Management (C&KM) tools of the EP 
tool suite support the management of documents in a 
taxonomy-supported Digital Library, the management of 
multimedia objects in a taxonomy-supported Media Archive 
and the management of Learning Objects in a competence-
based Learning Management System [19]. Furthermore, one 
of its additional purposes is to support Continuous 
Professional Education (CPE) and training of practitioners, 
experts, and scientists, which are members of professional 
communities of practice or scientific communities. Figure 2 
displays the components and services in the EP tool suite as 
described in [16]. EP was built based on Typo3 [1] and, 
therefore, can be extended with the help of Typo3 extensions. 
Evgeny, Bogdanov et al [11] extend a social media platform in 
higher education with lightweight tools (widgets) aimed for 
collaborative learning and competence development. Our 
work will establish the new EP module Community & Social 
Network Support with a so-called Agile Application Interface 
(AAPI), which facilitates the connectivity to a wide range of 
SNSs. 
IV. RELEVANT STARTING POINTS WITHIN THE 
STATE OF THE ART IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 SNSs have changed the way of information sharing and 
learning processes by adding innovative features to social 
communication. SNS were defined as “Internet or mobile-
device based social spaces designed to facilitate 
communication, collaboration, and content sharing across 
networks of contacts. SNS allows its users to become content 
creators and content consumers at the same time, thus 
allowing instant participation, sharing of thoughts or 
information and personalised communication” [7]. Therefore, 
SNSs are becoming increasingly important. This holds 
especially true for various SNFs like, e.g., rating, 
commenting, tagging, chatting, liking, posting new Social 
Media (SM) and UGC, following actors or celebrities, 
playing games etc. These SNFs are not only entertaining 
and exciting but also useful for learning and for 
information enrichment. Research has shown that distance 
education courses are often more successful when they 
develop communities of practice [10]. Besides, SM content 
becomes increasingly important in business and research. 
Kaplan [14] gave a clarification what the term SM means and 
how the concept of SM differs from the concept of related 
concepts such as Web 2.0 and UGC. Furthermore, he presents 
10 pieces of advice to utilize SM. On the other hand, 
Agichtein et al [9] focus on the Semantic Social Media (SSM) 
and investigate methods exploiting community feedback, e.g., 
to automatically identify high quality content. Breslin et al. 
define in [12] “The Social Semantic Web as a vision of a 
Web where all of the different collaborative systems and 
social network services, are connected together through the 
addition of semantics, allowing people to traverse across 
these different types of systems, reusing and porting their data 
between systems as required.” RAGE will use Semantic Web 
technologies in order to describe in an interoperable way 
users’ profiles, social connections, and social media creation 
and sharing across different SNSs, as well as within the 
RAGE Ecosystem. Therefore, RAGE will be able to deliver 
well-grounded recommendation and mediation features AG 
R&D communities.  
Today, most SNSs provide so-called Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) for developers to integrate the 
SNSs into their systems. Although, the SNSs are different in 
their functionality, i.e., their social networking feature 
support, their software architecture for the communication 
with distributed other systems is similar. Most of the SNSs 
offer REST APIs like [12][13][15], which can be used for 
integration with other systems. In the following, the description 
of the LinkedIn REST API software architecture as described 
in [7], as well as the Twitter Semantic REST API as described 
in [18] will be cited as an exemplary, illustrative, and at 
the same time representative example. The following 
features can be accomplished with the LinkedIn self-service 
APIs: Sign in with LinkedIn, Apply with LinkedIn, Share on 
LinkedIn and Manage Company Pages. One of the most 
important LinkedIn APIs is the share content. There are two 
methods for sharing content via the REST API [7]. 
 Post a comment that includes a URL to the content, 
which should be shared— LinkedIn analyzes the 
 
Figure 2. EP Tool Suite - Components and Services 
included URL and automatically identifies the title, 
description, image, etc. 
 Share with specific values — developer should 
provide the title, description, image, etc., directly 
via the parameters of the API call. 
Figure 3 displays a coding example for sharing content with 
specific values on LinkedIn [7]. 
The documentation of the Twitter API explicitly specifies 
four main response objects (Tweets, Users, Entities and Places) 
[22] but Togias et al. [18] identified with a more thorough 
study 44 of such resource types. Some of them can be directly 
accessed through actions provided by the API, while other can 
be accessed through the fields of other resource types. All of 
them defined the identified resource types as instances of 
ResourceType Class. Table I describes some of these instances 
in more detail. 
In summary, it is a big advantage to aim at supporting the 
integration of SNSs including relevant SNFs, as well as SSM 
content capturing, management, sharing, and 
dissemination support through their REST API into the 
RAGE Ecosystem. This will on the one hand facilitate to 
extend the envisioned RAGE Ecosystem with features of a 
social mediation engine going beyond content syndication, 
i.e., it can serve a social space that mediates collaboration 
partners, while content remains the main attractor. On the 
other hand it focuses on identifying collaboration 
opportunities between individuals and among groups, to 
support matchmaking and collaboration between 
stakeholders, and to identify and provide support for 
innovation opportunities and creativity efforts. That allows 
communities (such as technology providers, game 
developers and educators, game industries, researchers) to 
create their own assets and post them to the Ecosystem’s 
repository without major effort. Besides this, t h e  above 
approach enables follow-up work in the area of social network 
analysis and discourse analysis, which can then be conducted 
and used to provide feedback, recommendations, mediations, 
and relevant information to the communities. This feedback 
can e.g., help gaming companies to develop new markets in 
applied gaming. 
V. INTEGRATION APPROACH AND 
METHODOLOGY 
The following section presents the main technical 
integration possibilities in the backend, as well as in 
frontend. In this way, our integration approach and 
methodology is enabling us to differentiate between how to 
get access to resources and assets in the RAGE 
Ecosystem from external SNS communities and how to push 
contents from the RAGE Ecosystem to the external SNSs 
in order to improve user acceptance of services provided 
by the RAGE Ecosystem. Figure 4 displays the concept 
of a bi-directional integration approach of the RAGE 
Ecosystem with SNSs using a REST API. 
Corresponding to this bi-directional integration approach, 
table II details scenarios following possible Tight and 
Loose Coupling methodologies that have to be 
considered for achieving an integration of SNS to RAGE 
and vice versa. In the following, the description of the As 
Another example, the so-called SlideShare API and its 
software architecture as described in [8] will be cited in 
TABLE I. TWITTERS REST API INSTANCES OF THE 
RESOURCETYPE CLASS [18] 
ResourceType 
Instance 
Description 
 
Connections Connections of the 
authenticating user to other users 
DirectMessage A private message sent from a 
user to another user 
Entity Metadata and additional 
contextual information about 
content posted on Twitter 
EntityMedia Media elements uploaded with a 
Tweet 
FollowersIds Numeric IDs of users that follow 
the authenticating user 
FriendsIds Numeric IDs of users that the 
authenticating user is following 
TwitterList A collection of tweets, posted by 
users belonging to a curated list 
Trend A popular topic in Twitter 
UserCategory Categeory of users 
UsersLookup Extended information about 
users 
 
 
Figure 4. Integration Approach of RAGE Ecosystem with SNSs 
{ 
"comment": "Check out  
     developer.linkedin.com!", "content": { 
 "title": "LinkedIn Developers Res.", 
"description": "Leverage LinkedIn's  
APIs to maximize engagement",  
 "submitted-url":  
 "https://developer.linkedin.com", 
"submitted-image-url":  
"https://example.com/logo.png" 
  }, 
  "visibility": { "code": "anyone"} 
} 
Figure 3. Sharing content with specific values on LinkedIn 
{ The oEmbed version number }   
{ Media type }   
{ Embed media height }  
{ Embed media width }   
{ Embed content provider, SlideShare }  
{ URL of the provider }  
{ Thumbnail URL }   
{ Thumbnail height}  
{ Thumbnail width}  
{ Author of embed content }   
{ oEmbed version number }   
{ Author SlideShare homepage }     
{ ID of the slideshow } 
{ Total number of slides in slideshow} 
{ base URL of the slideshow images } 
{ base URL suffix } 
{ version number of the slideshow } 
http://www.slideshare.net/api/oembed/2?
url=http://www.slideshare.net/ 
haraldf/business-quotes-for-
2011&format=json 
the following as an exemplary, illustrative, and at the 
same time representative example for the loose and tight 
coupling between the RAGE Ecosystem and SNSs.  
The SlideShare API is based upon the REST model 
and supports the following functions: 
• Upload, edit and delete slideshows 
• Retrieving slideshow information by user, tag or 
group 
• Retrieving groups, tags, and contacts by user 
• Search slideshows 
Those facilitate the loose coupling integration into the RAGE 
Ecosystem e.g., to get Slideshows by tag using the SlideShare 
REST API the Request should include followings parameter: 
• Request Type: HTTPS GET 
• Authorization: None 
• URL: 
https://www.slideshare.net/api/2/get_slideshows_b
y_tag 
• Tag: tag name 
• [limit: specify number of items to return] 
• [offset: specify offset] 
• [detailed: Whether or not to include optional 
information. 1 to include, 0 (default) for basic 
information.] 
The Slideshows REST API Response is in XML format 
and it looks like the following coding: 
Furthermore, SlideShare provides an oEmbed API, which 
follows the oEmbed [5] standard. This standard facilitates the 
tight coupling integration of the Slideshows within the RAGE 
Ecosystem. The following codes show an example for 
making the embeddable media available through its oEmbed 
API endpoint and an API response example. 
1. Example: XML Request 
2. Example: XML Response 
VI. SNF USAGE SCENARIOS AND DESIGN CONCEPT 
In addition to outlining our SNS integration 
approach and methodology, Figure 5 displays how the 
SNS usage scenarios can be integrated into the RAGE 
Ecosystem itself. RAGE Ecosystem users can visit 
content and knowledge management support within the 
RAGE Ecosystem’s a Digital Library, Media Archive, 
Software Repository, which is currently under 
development based on [17], and Learning Management 
System. Here, users have the opportunity to: 
TABLE II. LOOSE AND TIGHT COUPLING INTEGRATION 
METHODS BETWEEN SNS AND THE RAGE ECOSYSTEM 
 
Method FROM SNS TO 
RAGE 
ECOSYSTEM 
FROM RAGE 
ECOSYSTEM TO 
SNS 
Tight 
Coupling 
Integration of 
RAGE-Interface 
within the SNS, 
user does not need 
to leave the SNS 
Environment (e.g., 
user posts a content 
to the RAGE 
Ecosystem without 
leaving the SN- 
Environment; user 
remains on the 
SNS) 
Integration of SN-
Interface within the 
RAGE Ecosystem, 
user doesn’t leave 
the RAGE 
Environment (e.g., 
user posts, likes 
etc. a content 
without switching 
to the SNS; user 
remains on the 
RAGE Ecosystem) 
Loose 
Coupling 
SNFs are related 
to SNS (links 
from RAGE to 
the SNS) 
User lefts the 
RAGE 
Environment and 
switches to the 
SNS; user has to 
complete the 
action on the 
SNS, not on the 
RAGE 
Ecosystem 
SNFs are only 
related to SNS (link 
from RAGE to the 
SNS) User leaves 
the RAGE 
Environment and 
switches to the 
SNS; user has to 
complete the action 
on the SNS, not on 
the RAGE 
Ecosystem 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<Tag> 
  <Name>{ Tag Name }</Name> 
  <Count>{Number of Slideshows}</Count> 
  <Slideshow> 
  { as in get_slideshow } 
  </Slideshow> 
... 
</Tag> 
a. Rate (1), like (2), and Comment (3): these 
Social Networking Features (SNFs) are e.g., 
important for the recommendation system (also 
currently under development, see [16] to get 
more useful suggestions. 
b. Tell a friend (4): users can send links to 
selected content (or the content itself) through 
email. Email addresses can be selected either 
from the RAGE address book or from users’ 
address books, which are located in SNSs. 
c. Share and post (5): Users can share the selected 
content to one of their favourite SNSs or on 
the fly to more than one by selecting them from 
the share button. 
Users also have the possibility to publish 
content to a repository (e.g., GitHub’s 
repository) or to cloud storage (e.g., into 
Dropbox). 
d. Favourite (6): Users can add content to their 
favourite lists, which facilitates to later, e.g., 
share/post their entire favourite list to a 
community. 
e. Share and post to RAGE Communities (7) 
within the RAGE Ecosystem and also from 
any other platforms outside the RAGE 
Ecosystem. A RAGE Share-Button can be 
released and, e.g., be integrated by developers 
into other portals, homepages, ecosystems etc. 
to provide the possibility to Internet Users to 
share and post their content to the RAGE-
Ecosystem. 
f. RAGE Follow-me (8): RAGE users can follow 
other users, groups or content in order to keep 
themselves up-to-date. 
 
VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
In this paper, we have introduced the RAGE Ecosystem 
supporting community-based content and knowledge 
management. In detail it will support the collection, sharing, 
access, and re-use of AG R&D assets, including SSM 
content and UGC resources, as well as academic, 
industry, and end user best practice knowhow represented in 
corresponding knowledge resources. In this way, the RAGE 
Ecosystem will provide AG communities, and therefore 
SNS communities, too, an opportunity to interact, share 
and re-use SSM content and UCG including corresponding 
knowledge resources, as well as communicate and 
collaborate using the RAGE Ecosystem as a back-end 
community content and knowledge management portal in 
addition to their favorite SNSs. Besides this introduction, we 
have presented how a  technical integration between the 
RAGE Ecosystem and SNSs can be achieved to reduce the 
fragmentation and to increase the knowledge exchange 
among AG communities (such as AG developers, 
researchers, customers, and players). The RAGE Ecosystem 
and its SNS and SNF integration are currently under 
development. In the future, RAGE is aiming at 
increasing outreach and take-up of the RAGE Ecosystem 
through further SNS integration and SNF implementation. 
For example, the SNA and discourse analysis will be 
used for collecting, analyzing, and presenting data about 
various patterns of relationships among people, objects 
and knowledge flows within the RAGE Ecosystem and will 
provide additional functionality and sophisticated services 
for end-users, enhancing the emergence of communities. 
In particular, future developments will focus on identifying 
collaboration opportunities among individuals and groups, 
to support matchmaking and collaboration among main 
stakeholders, and to identify and provide support for 
innovation opportunities and creativity efforts. In this way, 
the RAGE project currently anticipates the following tools 
and services: 
a) The RAGE Diagnostic tool based on various metrics for 
analyzing the usage of resources, the formation of 
different users groups, the level of social interactions, 
etc., 
b) the RAGE awareness tool can increase participation of 
different target groups in the Ecosystem, 
c) the RAGE Knowledge Mapping tool builds and analyses 
knowledge maps for all kind of resources available in the 
Ecosystem. 
d) the RAGE Professional support tool will support the 
users by letting them know whom or where to ask for 
support in different situations, 
e) the RAGE Community detection tool will use 
available clustering algorithms (also called 
‘‘community detection algorithms’’) that automatically 
identify  and locate existing communities, in order to 
enhance the communication between gaming 
practitioners, 
f) the RAGE Ecosystem analysis tool will apply network 
 
 
Figure 5. SNF Usage Scenario in the RAGE Ecosystem 
analysis including many algorithms for identifying the 
most important, or central in some sense, nodes within a 
network, 
g) the RAGE Recommendation may generate value 
interventions towards stimulating the participation of 
users. Such interventions include suggesting connections 
among users, setting up groups, closing the gaps in 
people’s knowledge of other members’ expertise and 
experience, and strengthening the cohesiveness within 
existing teams. Social media data such as tags, 
comments, purchasing patterns, and ratings can be used 
to link related gaming assets and users together into 
networks, the RAGE Social learning tool applies SNA 
to online learning environments, as well, focusing on 
the structural relationships between all learning objects 
and users, that support learning communities. 
 
 With the design and development of a 
comprehensive approach as pursued with the RAGE 
Ecosystem, ethical issues need to be taken into account. 
The integration of users’ SN profiles from different SNS, 
as well as the use of features carrying out analyses on top 
of Ecosystem user data have ethical implications in terms 
of privacy and data protection and require appropriate 
information and consent in the terms and conditions of 
use, as well as compliance to national and international 
data protection regulations. The same is for any use of log 
data for the purpose of system evaluation, or for UGC and 
user actions shared among different SNS and the RAGE 
Ecosystem. In addition, with UGC questions related to 
verification and validation of contributions, as well as to 
copyright ownership and infringement become relevant. 
The consideration of such ethical and legal requirements 
shall be incorporated in the system design and 
development process in terms of an ethics-by-design 
approach [26]. This means that data protection and 
privacy is already taken into account when the system is 
being designed. Design principles, such as purpose 
binding, would ensure that personal information is only 
accessible, if there is a need for it when performing a 
certain action. The system can also control data access by 
respecting personal settings which data should be 
available to others or the public. Other ethics-enabled 
features include the modification or deletion of personal 
data. 
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ABSTRACT 
The EU-based industry for non-leisure games (applied games) is an emerging business. As such 
it is still fragmented and needs to achieve critical mass to compete globally. Nevertheless its 
growth potential is widely recognized and even suggested to exceed the growth potential of the 
leisure games market. The European project Realizing an Applied Gaming Ecosystem (RAGE) is 
aiming at supporting this challenge. RAGE will help to seize these opportunities by making 
available an interoperable set of advanced technology assets, tuned to applied gaming, as well as 
proven practices of using asset-based applied games in various real-world contexts, and finally a 
centralized access to a wide range of applied gaming software modules, services and related 
document, media, and educational resources within an online community portal called the RAGE 
Ecosystem. Besides this, an integration between the RAGE Ecosystem and relevant social 
network interaction spaces that arranges and facilitates collaboration that underlie research and 
development (R&D) as well as market-oriented innovation and exploitation will be created in 
order to support community building as well as collaborative asset exploitation of the contents of the 
Ecosystem. In this paper we will outline a conceptual approach exploring methods to first of all 
integrate content management and community collaboration support portal technologies based on 
Digital Library (DL), Media Archive (MA), and Learning Management System (LMS) infrastructures 
with social network support technologies. This will allow for a seamless integration of social 
network advantages within community portal operation. On the other hand it will support information, 
content, and knowledge sharing, as well as persistency of social interaction threads within Social 
Networking Sites (SNSs) that are connected to the RAGE Ecosystem. The paper reviews possible 
alternative architectural integration concepts as well as related authentication, access, and 
information integration challenges. In this way on the one hand a qualitative evaluation regarding 
an optimal technical integration approach is facilitated while on the other hand design approaches 
towards support features of resulting user interfaces are initiated. 
 
KEYWORDS 
Applied games, Social Network Environments, Digital Ecosystem, Data Sharing, Access and 
Information Integration, Integration Architectures 
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
The EU-based industry for non-leisure games (applied games) is an emerging business. As such 
it is still fragmented and needs to achieve critical mass to compete globally. Nevertheless its 
growth potential is widely recognized and even suggested to exceed the growth potential of the 
leisure games market. The European project Realizing an Applied Gaming Ecosystem (RAGE) 
(RAGE, 2015) is aiming at supporting this challenge. RAGE will help to seize these opportunities 
by making available an interoperable set of advanced technology assets, tuned to applied gaming, 
as well as proven practices of using asset-based applied games in various real-world contexts. This 
will be achieved by enabling a centralized access to a wide range of applied gaming software 
modules, services and related document, media, and educational resources within an online 
community portal called the RAGE Ecosystem. Furthermore, the RAGE project aims to boost the 
collaboration of diverse actors in the applied gaming environment. Therefore, the main objectives of 
the RAGE Ecosystem are to allow its participants to get hold of advanced, usable gaming 
assets (technology push), to get access to the associated business cases (commercial 
opportunity), to create bonds with peers, suppliers and customers (alliance formation), to advocate 
their expertise and demands (publicity), to develop and publish their own assets (trade), and to 
contribute to creating a joint agenda and road-map (harmonization and focus). 
This means, that seen as a whole the RAGE project is a technology and know-how driven 
research and innovation project. Its main driver is to be able to equip industry players (e.g. game 
developers) with a set of technology resources (so-called Assets) and strategies (i.e. know-how) to 
strengthen their capacities to penetrate a market (non-leisure) which is new for most of them, and 
to consolidate a competitive position in it. Figure 1 represents the positioning of the project in the 
spectrum from 'theory to application'. 
 
 
  Figure 1: Technology and Know-How transfer (RAGE, 2015) 
 
In consequence, the RAGE Ecosystem and its integration with social networks of game- 
developing- , gaming-, and applied-gaming communities will on the one hand become an enabler 
to harvest community knowledge and on the other hand it will support the access to the RAGE 
Ecosystem as a knowledge resource for such communities. As Game-Based Learning (GBL) 
communities are applied gaming communities, too, they are also representing target communities of 
the RAGE Ecosystem. In more detail, GBL communities are interested in games and the 
effectiveness of learning activities supported by GBL technologies and application scenarios. 
Therefore, within the remainder of this paper the focus is on supporting content and knowledge 
management, community building, and collaboration in the RAGE ecosystem. Accordingly, the 
corresponding research question addressed in this paper is: How is such knowledge captured or 
developed and how can such knowledge be shared, maintained and utilized? To ensure the 
capturing, sharing, and exchange of knowledge, the RAGE Ecosystem 
will first of all be instantiated through its social dimension supporting content and knowledge 
management (including education and training), collaboration, annotation, creativity, and 
matchmaking. Besides content and knowledge management, the RAGE Ecosystem will later also 
support Social Network Analysis (SNA) by means of applying technologies supporting Natural 
Language Analysis (NLA) for discourse analysis as well as Named Entity Recognition and 
Semantic Representation and Annotation. This will enable users to extend the envisioned 
Ecosystem with features of a social mediation engine  going beyond content syndication, i.e., it will 
serve as a social space that mediates collaboration partners, while content remains the main 
attractor. Finally, an interactive map of supply- and demand-side stakeholders and resources will be 
provided for orientation and access support. 
 
The remainder of this paper will first of all provide a short introduction of a set of exemplar target 
communities. It will then review the integration possibilities of social network technologies and their 
interfaces that could possibly support an integration with the RAGE Ecosystem. Furthermore, it will 
investigate how to support access to resources and assets from SNSs. In addition, it will outline 
design approaches towards supporting users in the target communities by services provided by 
the RAGE Ecosystem by means of outlining several use case scenarios for using Social 
Networking Features (SNFs) within the RAGE Ecosystem user interface. Finally, it will present 
conclusions and future work. 
 
TARGET USER STEREOTYPES AND CORRESPONDING EXEMPLAR SNS USER COMMUNITIES 
As outlined above, the EU-based industry for applied gaming is an emerging business which is still 
fragmented and needs to achieve critical mass for global competition. The applied gaming 
industry and developer groups want to keep their developments innovative, i.e., attractive and 
technologically in good condition. These groups already have a very good understanding of their 
competitive advantage and corresponding assets (e.g., software, documents, and media objects 
etc.). However, they also need innovative ideas to develop innovative applied games in order to 
stay competitive. Therefore, they look for possibilities to cooperate with applied gaming research 
groups. Besides this, the applied games that researchers create within research projects produce a 
lot of applied gaming research assets and prototypes which need to be fully developed and deployed 
by applied gaming software developers to become marketable. Apart from applied game 
developers and researchers there are also applied game customers and players who on the one 
hand want to learn about or contract the development of applied games and on the other hand can 
also contribute to the development of applied game usage scenarios. Many of these communities 
(applied game developers, researchers, c u s t o m er s  and players) are already fragmented into 
groups in several SNSs. Table 1 displays some examples of such communities in, e.g., LinkedIn and 
Twitter. 
 
LinkedIn members 
(Serious Games Group, 2015) 5.103 
(Serious Games Research, 2015) 1.430 
(CAREERS IN GAMES , 2015) 45.437 
(People in Games , 2015) 37.342 
(World Gaming Executives, 2015) 26.748 
(Games Producers, 2015) 7.983 
(Names in Games, 2015) 7.335 
 
Twitter followers 
(Serious Games, 2015) 1.201 
(Gamification , 2015) 15.500 
(Learning Games , 2015) 6.135 
(Games and Learning , 2015) 1.753 
(Game Based Learning , 2015) 3.656 
(Game. Play. Learn! , 2015) 1.277 
Table 1: Examples of applied game communities in social networking sites 
 
RAGE will help to overcome this fragmentation and aims to exchange knowledge through its 
Ecosystem. Therefore, the integration of SNEs hosting such target communities with the RAGE-
Ecosystem and at the same time enabling the connectivity between SNEs and the RAGE-
Ecosystem will connect research-, gaming industry-, intermediary-, education provider-, policy 
maker- and end-user communities. Furthermore, it will facilitate the centralized access to the 
valuable assets beyond the SNEs. 
 
RELEVANT STARTING POINTS WITHIN THE STATE OF THE ART IN SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
SNS were defined as “Internet or mobile-device based social spaces designed to facilitate 
communication, collaboration, and content sharing across networks of contacts. SNS allows its 
users to become content creators and content consumers at the same time, thus allowing instant 
participation, sharing of thoughts or information and personalised communication” (Childnet 
International, 2008). 
Furthermore, SNSs have changed the way of information sharing and learning processes by adding 
innovative features to social communication. Therefore, SNSs are becoming increasingly 
important. This holds especially true for various SNFs like, e.g., rating, commenting, tagging, 
chatting, liking, posting new content, following actors or celebrities, playing games etc. These 
SNFs are not only entertaining and exciting but also useful for learning and for information 
enrichment. Research has shown that distance education courses are often more successful when  
they develop communities of practice (Barab, 2000). Furthermore, GOLBECK (2010) performed a 
study over a two-year period of collecting data on every social network he could identify. He also 
gathered daily information on thirteen networks over a 47-day period to understand how networks 
grow and change. This study indicates that the way, how people communicate and share their 
experience, interests, and information over SNEs, is becoming more and more popular (GOLBECK, 
2007)]. 
Today, most SNSs provide application programming interfaces (APIs) for developers to integrate the 
SNSs into their systems. Although, the SNEs are different in their functionality, i.e., their SNF 
support, their software architecture for the communication with distributed other systems is similar. 
Most of the SNEs offer REST API (Gero Decker, 2009) (Mangler J., 2010) which can be used for 
integration with other systems. In the following, the description of the LinkedIn REST API software 
architecture will be cited as an exemplary, illustrative, and at the same time representative 
example. “LinkedIn has become a powerful content platform, with B2B marketers telling us that half 
of the traffic they receive from social networks comes from LinkedIn. Make sure your content reaches 
an audience of professionals who are looking for relevant articles and information. The REST API is 
the heart of all programmatic interactions with LinkedIn. All other methods of interacting, such as the 
JavaScript and Mobile SDKs, are simply wrappers around the REST API to provide an added level 
of convenience for developers. As a result, even if you are doing mobile or JavaScript 
development, it's still worth taking the time to familiarize yourself with how the REST API works and 
what it can do for you. … The following features can be accomplished with the LinkedIn self-service 
APIs and mobile SDK: Sign in with LinkedIn, Apply with LinkedIn, Share on LinkedIn, Manage 
Company Pages. … One of the most important LinkedIn APIs is the share content on LinkedIn. 
There are two methods for sharing content via the REST API. The API endpoint is the same, 
regardless of the method you choose — only the format of the request body differs. 
 Post a comment that includes a URL to the content which should be shared— LinkedIn 
analyzes the included URL and automatically identifies the title, description, image, etc. 
 Share with specific values — developer should provide the title, description, image, etc., 
directly via the parameters of the API call” (LinkedIn, 2015). 
Table 2 displays the API attributes and their values which can be included in the request body and 
Figure 2 displays a coding example for sharing content with specific values on LinkedIn (LinkedIn, 
2015). 
 
Attribute Field Description Max Length (chars) 
Content A collection of fields describing the shared content.  
Title The title of the content being shared. 200 
Deskription The description of the content being shared. 256 
Submitted-url A fully qualified URL for the content being shared. n/a 
Submitted- 
image-url 
A fully qualified URL to a thumbnail image to accompany 
the shared content. The image should be at least 80 x 
150px for best results. 
 
n/a 
 
 
Comment 
A comment by the member to associated with the share. If 
none of the above content parameters are provided, the 
comment must contain a URL to the content you want to 
share.  If the comment contains multiple URLs, only the 
first one will be analyzed for content to share. 
 
 
700 
Visibility A collection of visibility information about the share.  
 
 
 
Code 
One of the following values: 
 
 Anyone: Share will be visible to all members. 
 Connections-only: Share will only be visible to 
connections of the member performing the share. 
This field is required in all sharing calls. 
 
 
 
n/a 
Table 2: Attribute and values of the LinkedIn request body (LinkedIn, 2015) 
{ 
"comment": "Check out developer.linkedin.com!", "content": { 
"title": "LinkedIn Developers Resources", 
"description": "Leverage LinkedIn's APIs to maximize engagement", "submitted-url": 
"https://developer.linkedin.com", 
"submitted-image-url": "https://example.com/logo.png" 
}, 
"visibility": { "code": "anyone" 
} 
} 
Figure 2: Sharing content with specific values on LinkedIn (LinkedIn, 2015) 
 
In summary, it is a big advantage to aim at supporting the integration of SNFs through their REST 
API into the RAGE Ecosystem (AGE). This will on the one hand facilitate to extend the envisioned 
RAGE Ecosystem with features of a social mediation engine going beyond content syndication, i.e. 
it can serve a social space that mediates collaboration partners, while content remains the main 
attractor. On the other hand it focuses on identifying collaboration opportunities between 
individuals and among groups, to support matchmaking and collaboration between stakeholders, and 
to identify and provide support for innovation opportunities and creativity efforts. That allows 
communities (such as technology providers, game developers and educators, game industries, 
researchers) to create their own assets and post them to the Ecosystem’s repository without major 
effort. Besides, social network analysis and discourse analysis could be conducted and used to 
feedback relevant information to the communities. This feedback can e.g. first help gaming 
companies to develop new markets in applied gaming. 
INTEGRATION APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 
The following section presents the main technical integration possibilities in the backend as well as in 
frontend. In this way, our integration approach and methodology is enabling us to differentiate 
between how to get access to resources and assets in the RAGE Ecosystem from external SNS 
communities and how to push contents from the RAGE Ecosystem to the external SNSs in order to 
improve user acceptance of  services provided by the RAGE Ecosystem. Figure 3 displays the 
concept of a bi-directional integration approach of the RAGE Ecosystem with SNSs using a REST 
API. 
 
Figure 3: Integration Approach of RAGE Ecosystem with SNSs 
 
Corresponding to this bi-directional integration approach, table 3 details scenarios following possible 
Tight and Loose Coupling (Suxia Liu, 2004)methodologies that have to be considered for 
achieving an integration of SNS to RAGE and vice versa. 
 
Method FROM SNS TO 
RAGE ECOSYSTEM 
FROM RAGE ECOSYSTEM 
TO SNS 
 
 
 
 
Tight Coupling 
Integration of RAGE-Interface 
within the SNS, user does not 
need to leave the SNS 
Environment (e.g. user posts a 
content to the RAGE Ecosystem 
without leaving the SN- 
Environment; user remains on the 
SNS) 
Integration of SN-Interface 
within the RAGE Ecosystem, 
user doesn’t leave the RAGE 
Environment (e.g. user posts, 
likes etc. a content without 
switching to the SNS; user 
remains on the RAGE 
Ecosystem) 
 
 
 
Loose Coupling 
SNFs are related to SNS (links 
from RAGE to the SNS) 
User lefts the RAGE 
Environment and switches to the 
SNS; user has to complete the 
action on the SNS, not on the 
RAGE Ecosystem 
SNFs are only related to SNS 
(link from RAGE to the SNS) 
User leaves the RAGE 
Environment and switches to the 
SNS; user has to complete the 
action on the SNS, not on the 
RAGE Ecosystem 
 
Table 3: Loose and tight coupling integration methods between SNS and the RAGE Ecosystem 
 
SNF USAGE SCENARIOS AND DESIGN CONCEPT 
In addition to outlining our SNS integration approach and methodology, Figure 4 displays how the 
SNF usage scenarios can be integrated into the RAGE Ecosystem itself. RAGE Ecosystem users 
can visit content and knowledge management support within the RAGE Ecosystem’s a Digital 
Library, Media Archive, Software Repository, and Learning Management System. Here, users have 
the opportunity to: 
a. Rate (1), like (2), and Comment (3): these SNFs are e.g. important for the 
recommendation system to get more useful suggestions. 
b. Tell a friend (4): users can send links to selected content (or the content itself) through 
email. Email addresses can be selected either from the RAGE address book or from users’ 
address books which are located in SNEs. 
c. Share and post (5): Users can share the selected content to one of their favourite SNSs 
(SNSs) or on the fly to more than one by selecting them from the share button 
. 
Users also have the possibility to publish content to a repository (e.g., GitHub’s 
repository) or to cloud storage (e.g., into Dropbox). 
d. Favourite (6): Users can add content to their favourite lists which facilitates to later, e.g., 
share/post their entire favourite list to a community. 
e. Share and post to RAGE Communities (7) within the RAGE Ecosystem and also from any 
other platforms outside the RAGE Ecosystem. A RAGE Share-Button can be released and, 
e.g., be integrated by developers into other portals, homepages, ecosystems etc. to provide 
the possibility to Internet Users to share and post their content to the RAGE-Ecosystem. 
f. RAGE Follow-me (8): RAGE users can follow other users, groups or content in order to 
keep themselves up-to-date. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: SNF Usage Scenario in the RAGE Ecosystem 
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
In this paper, we have introduced the concept and initial design of the RAGE Ecosystem supporting 
community-based content and knowledge management. In detail it will support the collection, sharing, 
access, and re-use of applied gaming research and development assets, resources as well as 
academic, industry, and end user best practice knowhow. In this way, the RAGE Ecosystem will 
provide applied gaming communities, and therefore GBL communities, too, an opportunity to 
interact, share and re-use knowledge as well as communicate and collaborate using the RAGE 
Ecosystem. Besides this introduction, we have presented how integration between the RAGE 
Ecosystem and SNSs can be achieved to reduce the fragmentation and to increase the knowledge 
exchange among applied game communities (such as applied game developer, researchers and 
players). The RAGE Ecosystem and its SNS and SNF integration are currently under development. 
In the future, RAGE is aiming at increasing outreach and take-up of the RAGE Ecosystem 
through further SNS integration and SNF implementation. For example, the SNA and discourse 
analysis will be used for collecting, analyzing, and presenting data about various patterns of 
relationships among people, objects and knowledge flows within the RAGE Ecosystem and will 
provide additional functionality and sophisticated services for end-users, enhancing the 
emergence of communities. In particular, future developments will focus on identifying collaboration 
opportunities among individuals and groups, to support matchmaking and collaboration among 
main stakeholders, and to identify and provide support for innovation opportunities and creativity 
efforts. In this way, the RAGE project currently anticipates the following additional tools and services 
as part of its future work: 
a) The RAGE Diagnostic tool based on various metrics for analyzing the usage of resources, 
the formation of different users groups, the level of social interactions, etc., 
b) the RAGE awareness tool can increase participation of different target groups in the 
Ecosystem, 
c) the RAGE Knowledge Mapping tool builds and analyses knowledge maps for all kind of 
resources available in the Ecosystem. 
d) the RAGE Professional support tool will support the users by letting them know whom 
or where to ask for support in different situations, 
e) the RAGE Community detection tool will use available clustering algorithms (also called 
‘‘community detection algorithms’’) that automatically identify  and locate existing 
communities, in order to enhance the communication between gaming practitioners, 
f) the RAGE Ecosystem analysis tool will apply network analysis including many algorithms 
for identifying the most important, or central in some sense, nodes within a network, 
g) the RAGE Recommendation may generate value interventions towards stimulating the 
participation of users. Such interventions include suggesting connections among users, 
setting up groups, closing the gaps in people’s knowledge of other members’ expertise and 
experience, and strengthening the cohesiveness within existing teams. Social media data 
such as tags, comments, purchasing patterns, and ratings can be used to link related 
gaming assets and users together into networks, 
h) the RAGE Social learning tool applies SNA to online learning environments as well, 
focusing on the structural relationships between all learning objects and users, that support 
learning communities. 
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